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The Pavers’ Progress
The repair of walkways in the heart of
the campus got underway this summer
as Facilities Management teams re-
placed crumbling bluestone with stur-
dier stone-and-asphalt Hasting Pavers.
Suspended briefly to avoid interfering
with last week’s new-student activities,
the repaving of walkways north of
College Hall is back on track for
completion by September 28.
Houston Hall Plaza’s bluestone
will be replaced later, as part of
the Perelman Quad Project.
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Resignation of Dean Rosemary StevensNews in Brief
Mailer, Wilbur September 27

In the wake of the Penn Readin
Project’s sampling of expatriate life in
Paris through Ernest Hemingway’s A
Moveable Feast, the English Department
will sponsor a colloquium, “American
Writers in Paris Following World War II,”
with two who were there— author Norman
Mailer and poet Richard Wilbur—bring-
ing to campus their observations on th
Left Bank after World War II.

The colloquium honors Dr. Robert
Lucid, who retired this year  after a long
and distinguished career as professor 
English, and who is a founding member o
the Penn Reading Project and longtim
head of the Council of Faculty Masters.

The program will be held from 3 to
4:30 p.m. Friday, September 27, in Raine
Auditorium of the University Museum. A
reception will follow at Hill House, where
Dr. Lucid was Faculty Master.

Disciplinary Charter in Place
The Charter of the Judicial System

approved by all of the undergraduat
schools and adopted in part by many of th
graduate units which also have their ow
procedures, is published Of Record in th
issue of Almanac (see center insert).

A call for University members to par-
ticipate in the system as Advisers has be
issued by the Office of Student Conduc
(see page 5).

Memorial Services
The campus memorial service for th

Rev. Hermann Behrens, the late editor-in
chief of the Sumerian Dictionary Projec
who died on August 1 at 52, will be held in
the Museum’s Rainey Auditorium  at 4
p.m. Thursday, September 12.

An off-campus service for Dr. Digby
Baltzell, the distinguished author and so
ciologist who died August 17, will be held
Saturday, September 21, at 11 a.m. 
Christ Church, Second and Market Sts.
At the request of Dr. Baltzell’s family, the
University’s own service for him will be
scheduled later in the academic year. Gif
may be made in his memory to the Unive
sity Trustees for the E. Digby Baltzel
Sociology Fund, and sent to SAS Extern
Affairs at 3440 Market/3325.

(Ed. Note: Obituaries for Dr. Ernest
Dale of Wharton’s management faculty
and for E.J. Browne, the longtime head o
Wharton Reprographics, were held fo
space reasons and will appear next wee

Council Meetings for 1996-97
On the dates listed below, the Univer

sity Council will meet from 4 to 6 p.m. in
McClelland Hall, the Quad. Members o
the University who wish to attend as ob
servers may contact John P. Wells at th
Office of the Secretary, Ext. 8-7005.

Wednesday, September 25, 1996
Wednesday, October 9, 1996
Wednesday, November 13, 1996
Wednesday, December 4, 1996
Wednesday, January 22, 1997
Wednesday, February 12, 1997
Wednesday, March 5, 1997
Wednesday, April 30, 1997
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In a September 1 letter to President Judith Rodin, 
another on September 3 to the SAS faculty, Dr. Rosem
Stevens has announced her decision to leave office at the 
her first five-year term, the resignation to become effective
selection of an interim dean.

“When Sheldon Hackney offered me the deanship of
School of Arts and Sciences in 1991, I assured him that I w
serve for five years,” Dean Stevens wrote. “These five y
ended on August 31, 1996.” Referring to summer discuss
about continuing in office for another year, Dr. Stevens ad
“I greatly appreciate the confidence in my deanship that 
have expressed in suggesting this. However, sober refle
has convinced me that it is better that I stick to my orig
intention as far as possible.”

A key factor in the timing of her return to the faculty fu
time, Dr. Stevens explained, is that she has been ask
prepare a new, 25th anniversary edition of one of her m
works, American Medicine and the Public Interest.  “Given the
strains and stresses in medicine and health since 1971, a
as the wealth of relevant research, this task is going to ta
enormous amount of work, and I am anxious to begin,” she
in her letter to the SAS faculty September 3.

President Rodin and Provost Stanley Chodorow acce
the Dean’s resignation with a mixture of “regret at your de
ture from the dean’s office; gratitude for all you have acc
plished at SAS; and pleasure that you will resume your ro
an outstanding member of our faculty.” In a memo to S
faculty they said they will “immediately look to appoint 
interim dean and, in short order, form a search committe
appoint a permanent successor to Rosemary.”

The Dean told the faculty in her September 3 letter tha
believes it is “a good time for the School to go throu
administrative transition. We have completed the strat
planning cycle....We have a superb, experienced grou
deputy and associate deans. And we have an equally tal
and committed group of faculty serving as chairs, as prog
center directors, and on SAS committees. President Ro
support of arts and sciences,  and her fundamental unders
ing of what the arts and sciences are all about, will ensur
School’s continuing success under a new dean.”

Dean Stevens, who came to the deanship as professo
chair of the history and sociology of science, has served lo
than any other dean of SAS* since the School was created 
’seventies by combining Penn’s undergraduate and grad
arts and sciences programs and incorporating some discip
that had been lodged in the Wharton School (econom
political science and sociology among them).

Dr. Stevens is recognized for her advocacy of a br
mission of arts and sciences, as well as for developing 
instructional programs,  funding student research fellowsh
and developing faculty in Asian-American and Latin-Americ
Studies, among other initiatives. “Graduate education has 
on a roller-coaster everywhere, but SAS has maintained 
high standards and wide choice of programs while substan
decreasing the number of students and trying to fund mo
them” the President and Provost said.

Citing  administrative changes such as establishing de
mental visiting committees, Dr. Rodin and Dr. Chodorow a
praised the Dean’s strengthening of SAS relationships 
other schools and divisions—e.g., by establishing the Coll
Wharton undergraduate major in international studies and 
ness; strengthening the graduate Lauder program; suppo
joint institutes with SEAS, LRSM, and IRCS; establishing 
multi-school French Institute; and launching several initiati
not yet announced. “The University and we are deeply in y
debt,” they concluded: “You have our thanks, and thanks f

ethe entire Penn community, for a job well done.”
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From the Dean to Dr. Rodin
....During my five years as dean,

I have emphasized the central role
of the School: I know you agree that
SAS is the very heart of the Univer-
sity. To sustain and strengthen the
School, I have given every support
possible to our excellent faculty,
encouraged their creativity and
inventiveness, pushed for new asso-
ciations with other schools and
advocated new priorities. Always
aware of the School’s pressing finan-
cial needs, I have spent a good deal
of time “on the road” raising funds.
In this regard, I am very pleased that
the School’s major fund drive in the
recent Campaign for Penn was suc-
cessful in meeting its high target
($250 million); among many wonder-
ful and important gifts, SAS raised 38
endowed chairs. As you know only to
well, still more needs to be done.

I have tried to deal honestly with
the budget situation as it has devel-
oped through three University admin-
istrations since 1991. Again, you
know only too well, these have been
years of constant budget cutting, as a
many other universities. Downsizing
the standing faculty from 498 in 1991
to 454 in 1996 has been painful, and 
am full of appreciation to the faculty,
who have proved realistic and re-
sourceful in the face of such changes
During the period of attrition, we
have been mindful of Penn’s commit-
ment to a faculty which is both world-
class and diverse.

—Excerpt from letter, 9/1/96
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* The first dean, Dr. Vartan Gregorian, served 4 1/2 years, becoming provost in January 1979; he is now presid
of Brown University. His successor as dean was Dr. Robert Dyson, who after two years was elected directo
University Museum. The next dean, Dr. Joel Conarroe, a former Penn English professor who had left to b
executive director of the MLA, served as dean for two years, 1982-84, before taking his present post as hea
Guggenheim Foundation. Dr. Michael Aiken was  named dean in May 1985 and Provost two years later;
since become president of the University of Illinois at Urbana/Champagne. The only external dean, Dr.
Sonnenschein, served in 1988-1991; he returned to Princeton as its provost and later became preside
University of Chicago. At various periods Dr. Walter Wales of physics has served as SAS’s interim dean.— K.C.G.
ALMANAC September 10, 1996
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SENATE From the Senate Office
The following statement is published in accordance with the Senate
Rules. Among other purposes, the publication of SEC actions is
intended to stimulate discussion among the constituencies and the
representatives. Please communicate your comments to Senate
Chair Peter Kuriloff or Executive Assistant Carolyn Burdon,
Box 12 College Hall/6303, 898-6943 or burdon@pobox.upenn.edu.

Actions Taken by the Senate Executive Committee
Wednesday, September 4, 1996

1. Academic Planning and Budget Committee and Capital Coun-
cil. The Academic Planning and Budget Committee discussed the Ag
for Excellence at its first meeting. Capital Council has not yet met.

2. Benefits review and changes: issues and implications for
faculty.  SEC discussed the benefits review that is underway with A
ciate Provost Barbara Lowery, Vice Provost for Human Resources 
Davidson, and Personnel Benefits Committee Chair David Hack
Coopers and Lybrand recommended in its December 1994 report (Alma-
nac January 17, 1995) that Penn review its benefits and retire
programs. Committees with faculty representatives are at work
Towers and Perrin has been hired to assist. Detailed information is 
gathered from 28 universities participating in a Penn survey. All ben
are on the table for review. Penn’s 30.1% employee benefits rate m
among the highest at comparable institutions. Current benefits are
complex resulting in costly administration and difficulty communicat
plan options and comparing plans. Its retirement programs for t
earning $65,000 and above and for those earning below $65,000 m
meet Internal Revenue Service comparable value guidelines. If Penn
make changes to reach comparability it must be accomplished by J
1997. The administration’s objective is not to reduce benefits but in
face of declining University resources additional cost sharing by fac
and staff may be necessary. A letter explaining the process will be s
all employees and there will be further communication through Almanac
and Compass. There will also be an opportunity for employees to resp
to the preliminary plan.

3. Electronic Privacy Policy.  University Council Committee on
Communications Chair Martin Pring reviewed the background on
ALMANAC  September 10, 1996

WXPN-FM: Vincent Cur
      Vincent Curren, acting general m
(88.5) since January 1, was named
August 6, taking office immediately to
award-winning radio station.
     A veteran of 20 years in broad
years’ association with the Penn st
chosen after a national search to suc
left the University last year to becom
top non-commercial FM stations in t
     “Our search identified many fin
candidates, but none better suited th
Barbara Stevens, Vice President an
versity. “He has a keen appreciation
issues associated with public radio 
instrumental in fashioning WXPN-FM
     Mr. Curren took his bachelor’s 
from SUNY/Buffalo in 1972 and stu
arts at Wisconsin and organizationa
was chief engineering at WORT-FM

sin, and producer-director at WKOW-TV in Madison before joining
assistant manager for programming and operations. In this period o
ship WXPN-FM won three Gold Awards from the Corporation for 
George Foster Peabody Award, and numerous other awards. He beca
for operations in 1991, with responsibility for planning, financial and

In 1994, Mr. Curren became assistant station manager for develo
curve in listener support by raising more than $1 million in FY1995, u
year, while reducing the use of air-time for fundraising by 40%. 
innovations at WXPN-FM include the CD of the Month Club and The Worl
which together accounted for more than $250,000 of this year’s fun
directed the launch of Kids Corner, the Peabody award-winning p
O’Connell, and was heavily involved in the development of the curr
World Cafe, now syndicated by Public Radio International.
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policy, noting that it had been on the agenda of the last two Unive
Council meetings but no action was taken. The policy would protect
privacy of individual’s electronic information, wherever it resides, in t
same way that physical property in faculty offices is currently protec
under Human Resources Policy 002 “Safeguarding University Asset
was moved, seconded and adopted unanimously, that “the Senate E
tive Committee endorses the Policy on Privacy of Electronic Informa
dated October 16, 1995 (Almanac March 19, 1996) and urges that it be
adopted by University Council and the administration.”

4. Motion to abolish the annual meeting of the Faculty Senate.
SEC member Larry Gross summarized the discussion begun at the
meeting pointing out that a quorum is frequently unmet. The proposal
still allow for special meetings to be called by petition of twenty facu
members. A detailed annual report by the Faculty Senate Chair wou
substituted for the annual meeting. So few special meetings have 
called in the past twenty years that it demonstrates faculty confiden
SEC. The few special meetings that have been called have had 
turnouts and have demonstrated the power of an aroused faculty. I
moved, seconded and adopted that the proposal to abolish the a
meeting of the Faculty Senate be forwarded to the standing faculty 
vote.

5. Update on just cause revision.  Faculty Senate Chair Pete
Kuriloff presented a modified version of the proposed just cause revi
that resulted from meetings of the Chair and Past Chair of the Fa
Senate, a faculty member, the Trustee Committee Chair, and a tr
member of the Trustee Committee on Academic Policy. The only subs
tive change from the earlier version (Almanac March 14, 1995) approved
by the faculty is that the president now has the ability to remand a dec
of the hearing board for its reconsideration. Also, the Policy on Misc
duct in Research has been separated from the just cause procedure
again a stand alone document that has not been revised. The separa
the two documents is recommended because federal government re
tions on misconduct in research change frequently and revisions w
easier to make. The Senate Chairs also agreed to non-substantive ed
clarifications.

A question arose about whether the research faculty category, w
had been added to the earlier revised just cause document, shou
retained. A subcommittee was appointed to confer with experts and r
back to the next SEC meeting, at which time a vote will be taken.
3
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e a consultant to the 35
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e, indeed outstanding
an Vinnie Curren,” said
d Secretary of the Uni-
 for the wide range of

today, and he has been
’s distinctive style.”

degree in psychology
died communication
l dynamics at Penn. He
 in Madison, Wiscon-
 WXPN-FM in 1987 as
f his programming leader-
Public Broadcasting, a
me assistant station manger
 technical management.
pment, starting an upward
p 10% from the previous
Two of his fundraising
d Cafe Sampler CD,
draising. Mr. Curren also
rogram hosted by Kathy
ent local format and The

Women’s Studies: Dr. Faust
Dr. Drew Gilpin Faust, Annenberg Professor of

History in the School of Arts and Sciences, has been
named Director of the Women’s Studies Program at
Penn, SAS Dean Rosemary Stevens has announced.
Dr. Demie Kurz will continue as co-director and Luz
Marin as office manager for Women’s Studies.

Dr. Faust, who has both the Lindback Award and
of SAS’s Ira Abrams Award for her teaching, is the
author of the recent and widely acclaimed Mothers
of Invention: Women of the Slaveholding South in

the American Civil
War, and of several
earlier prize-winning
books in her field.
     Her appointment
will be marked by a
reception October 3
for past and present
faculty members in
Women’s Studies at
Penn. It will be fol-
lowed by the first
meeting of the
Women’s Studies
Penn Mid-Atlantic
Seminar, where Dr.
Faust will give a pre-
sentation on Mothers
of Invention with Dr.
Peter Stallybrass of
English as discus-
sant.Dr. Drew Faust

http://www.upenn.edu:80/almanac/v42/n24/privacy.html
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Speaking Out
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Memories
The recent death of Digby Baltzell served

to recall his participation in an unusual oral
history project that was active here in the late
1980s. The project’s activities took place in
the Audio Visual Center then housed in Logan
Hall’s basement under the direction of Lidia
Messmer, the Center’s director at the time.

Messmer’s “Memories Project” called for
the live visual recording of interviews with
members of the University community at large.
In a sort of free-wheeling question-and-an-
swer format, interviewees were encouraged
to recall personalities and events of past
times as they related to the University. Some
of those taking part are no longer with us.

In the course of the recorded interviews,
the talk was wide-ranging. It included Penn’s
role in the World War II effort, the planning
of Penn’s campus expansion, and a diversity
of subjects. Digby Baltzell, in his inimitable
salty style, admiringly recalled the student
activism of the ’60s.

Others who come to mind are Dr. Jonathan
Rhoads, Provost Eliot Stellar, Engineering’s
Dean Joseph Bordogna, Chaplain Stanley
Johnson, College for Women Dean Jean
Brownlee, Wharton’s Morris Hamburg, Dr.
Harold Scheie, Campus Planner Harold
Taubin, Fine Arts Dean Holmes Perkins, and
the Annenberg School’s Charles Lee.

These interviews, recorded on tape, are
part of the University Archives now. Their
virtue lies in the human dimension they give
to documenting the daily activities, the per-
sonalities, and the process of change that is 
vital part of University life.

Are there still those among us with
“Memories” worth recording?

— Maurice S. Burrison
Director, Faculty Club Art Gallery
t

s

(continued next page)

More on ‘Save Dining’
This letter is a follow-up to the response

by John A. Fry, Executive Vice President,
and Steven D. Murray, Vice President, Busi
ness Services, to the “Save Dining Services
letter printed in the 7/16/96 edition of  Alma-
nac.

First of all, I must thank Mr. Fry for
pointing out the rather obvious: as a studen
in the College, I do not have the training nor
the expertise that the Division of Business
Services has in evaluating all of the factors
which will go into outsourcing departments
which are secondary, yet vital, to the
University’s mission. Indeed, as I stated quite
explicitly in my letter, I expect for him to
thoroughly investigate those factors. Fur-
thermore, his characterizations of the state
ments that I made as “assertions”, “unilat-
eral”, and “conclusions” indicates a lack of
basic reading comprehension. The words I
believe do not denote absolute fact, which is
what assertions, conclusions, and unilatera
statements, in the context which he use
them, require.

That having been said, Mr. Fry has not
satisfactorily addressed the concerns that 
have raised. His categorical statement tha
“Outsourcing does not necessarily put peopl
out of work; it puts them to work in a new
management environment where greater ex
pertise is present” is a non sequitur. The
threat to job security that outsourcing repre
sents is tantamount in the minds of anyon
whose department is being considered fo
such. What is foremost in their minds is “new
management will not keep us”. This is espe-
Escort Service at Issue?
Following is an open letter to Thomas
M. Seamon, managing director of publi
safety, which was  received by Almanac on
August 27 with the notation that it was 
somewhat shortened version of a letter se
directly to Mr. Seamon on August 13. Hi
response is further below.—Ed.

Dear Mr. Seamon:
Recently I came across an article in th

Weekly Press (May 30, 1996, p. 9) reporting
your remarks to a gathering of 40th Stre
area business owners concerning Penn E
cort Service, and particularly your plans t
discontinue Escort Service to Center City
According to the article, you stated, “We
should be encouraging people to live her
instead we’re giving them free rides to th
competition in Center City and our streets a
empty...”.

Sir, I was shocked, appalled and outrage
by your remarks, on this and other subject
by their patronizing and flippant tone, and b
their air of ignorance and misinformation.
I live in West Philadelphia and use Esco
5-7 times a week. I have been employed
Penn for almost 15 years and find that t
Escort Service is the only part of the Unive
sity that functions well (after its first year o
so of poor service—up to two-hour waits!)

I wait no longer than half an hour; driver
are skilled and courteous; and best of all t
service functions until 3 a.m., which is esse
tial to me since I am sometimes on campus
late as 2 a.m. I am also pleased that Esc
operates on weekends and holidays witho
schedule alterations, year in and year o
This is one of the few University function
that accommodates staff and recognizes u
part of the University community.

Both staff and students live in Center Cit
as well as West Philadelphia. It is no busine
of the University or yourself where we live o
why. Perhaps we room with friends or fam
ily, own or have inherited property, get 
“good deal” from a friendly landlord. Nei-
ther you nor the University should be flakkin
for West Philadelphia real estate broker
Your only task in this matter is to provid
safe, free transportation to students and st
year around within a perimeter of reasonab
distance from the University, evenly in a
least two directions.

It was irresponsible of you to propos
curtailment of University services during th
middle of summer, when students and sta
are on holiday, and in a journalistic organ n
primarily serving the University, but aimed
at West Philadelphia.

Mr. Seamon, I ask that you do nothin
about Escort until after the school year b
gins in the fall—and then only after consult-
ing the entire University community, giving
us time to reply.

Students, faculty and staff, whether or n
you live in Center City, please call or writ
Mr. Seamon. Tell him you want to see fre
safe, dependable transportation east and w
of the city maintained and improved, no
curtailed.

And those of you living in or visiting
Center City: Use that C van. Support the
service by using it.

If I lived in Center City, I should look
forward to those long, dark lonely walk
across the bridges, past shuttered busines
and “adult” theater marquees. (Public tran
portation is expensive and stops at abo
12:30 a.m. Taxis are twice as expensive as
any other big city on the East Coast, and t
drivers are worse than the perps on the stree
and they don’t know where they’re going
either.)

But what would give me a real thrill is th
anticipation of the millions of dollars I or my
estate would realize from a successful s
against the University when I am severe
injured or killed on my way home becaus
the University chose to protect its staff an
students unequally.

Thank you for your time.
— Frances G. Hoenigswald

Invoice Clerk,
Biddle Law Library

-

a

Response to Ms. Hoenigswald
I have stated publicly on a number o

occasions that in my opinion, as Managin
Director of Public Safety at Penn, the Uni
versity should reevaluate the extent of it
Escort Service to insure it is compatible wit
the overall strategy of the University. Spe
cifically, I believe that encouraging student
to live and shop in Center City by providing
free transportation is counterproductive t
the goal of making the campus area a mo
vibrant place to shop, dine, and gather.

It is an accepted principal of Crime Pre
vention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) that urban public areas are saf
when there is a heavy, constant flow of pe
destrians.

I have never advocated that the entir
Penn Escort Service be discontinued. In
deed, if service east of the Schuykill wer
discontinued it might be desirable to shif
resources and increase service in the We
Philadelphia area.

I have stated my opinion in the hope tha
it might lead to a reasoned discussion o
campus regarding the future of the Pen
Escort Services.

— Thomas M. Seamon
Managing Director, Public Safety
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Speaking Out  continued
cially true at the full-time level, let alon
management. Mr. Fry can afford to ma
such judgments—his job is secure. Peo
who have been working for Dining Servic
for most of their adult life do not have th
security now, thanks to him.

While Dining Services remains an in
gral part of Penn, his statement that stud
input will “...continue to be an important to
in evaluating our alternatives going forwar
has credibility. Yet it ignores the possibil
that if Dining Services is outsourced, th
student concerns will not be appropriat
addressed, and he has not given student
guarantee that their concerns will be ta
seriously by any contractor which is hired
Penn to run Dining Services. I will work 
ensure that this never happens.

Indeed, even as I write this, it occurs to
that I may be too late. His statements, bot
the DP and in the Almanac, that “there a
absolutely no ongoing negotiations with an
outside vendor regarding outsourcing D
ing Services” is a matter of semantics
negotiations had already occurred, and
deal signed, all of this would be a moot po
LMANAC  September 10, 1996

To the University Community

Wanted: Advisors for the
Student Disciplinary Syste

We invite all members of the community
in the implementation of the new Charter of
of Pennsylvania’s Student  Disciplinary Sy
unteering to serve as an Advisor.

Any University faculty  member, staff
student in good academic and disciplinary
serve as an advisor.

An Advisor helps students involved in
proceedings to understand  the disciplina
spect and comply with the provisions o
Students involved in the Disciplinary Sy
complainants, witnesses, and respondents
students prepare for meetings and hearin
may accompany students to meetings and
importantly, advisors offer students guidan
throughout the disciplinary process.

Advisors play an essential part in the
System. The Advisor is the person best situ
student’s experience with the Disciplinary S
educational one.

To volunteer to serve, or to obtain mor
contact Sybil M. James at 898-5651 or jame
upenn.edu.

—Office of Stud

*   The Charter and related documents are
Record in the center insert of this issue.—
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The rather well-timed article in the DP(6/13/
96), and his response to it, in which he ma
statements similar to the one above, leav
unanswered the question of whether negot
tions, which have been conducted witho
student input, are already complete. Th
question is one that I, among others, am s
awaiting a sufficient answer to, and I hop
that one will be forthcoming, for the sake o
the students and the employees who I belie
would be negatively affected in this matte

             —William James Walton, C ’96

Response to Mr. Walton
Working with an external consultant, a

team comprised of students, faculty and s
nior administrators will be spending the fa
semester assessing campus-wide food s
vices at Penn, including those provided b
Penn as well as those provided by the outs
market. The result of this analysis will be t
identify those services that the Universit
should be providing (either directly or in
collaboration with outside vendors) and thos
services that we should not provide. Th
study will include, but not be limited to, the
To the University Communit

On Dining Services 
On August 30, The Daily P

dining services and resident
inaccurate, misleading and in
editors, which they were co
certain that the facts reach th
to repeat the essence of my

We have made no decisio
ducting a comprehensive m
Services meets the needs of 
opportunities to improve the
environment, and contain or
of this analysis will not neces
with an external provider o
potential option. The consu
analysis will be composed of 
by an external food service m
food services providers.

As to Residential Living,
reinvestment plan to improve
them more contemporary, at
time, we are seeking to stab
Housing and Residence Life
that department. At this time
Residential Living, although 
maintain the residence halls

While selective outsourci
strategy, many of Penn’s adm
will, however, be scrutinized
community well and managi

m
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services provided by University Dining Ser
vices.

As a direct result of that analysis, we wil
take the spring semester to evaluate wheth
there are areas for potential partnerships w
outside vendors in addressing the master pl
for food services on campus. Until we reac
that point, it is premature to enter into discus
sions on outsourcing Dining Services, sinc
that may or may not be part of the solution
There are no negotiations currently going o
with any outside contractor and there is n
“deal” already in place.

The purpose of this study is to support th
University’s 21st Century academic initia
tive by providing the highest quality food
services at the best price for the Universit
community. Whatever set of solutions i
implemented, will be done in an environmen
that respects and treats the employees 
Dining Services fairly.

—Steven D. Murray
Vice President for Business Service

Ed. Note: See also statement by Executive
Vice President John Fry, below.
5
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and Residential Living
ennsylvanian ran a story to the effect that both the
ial living were “targeted for outsourcing.” This was
flammatory, and I said as much in a letter to the D.P.

urteous enough to print on September 4. To make
e entire University community, however, I would like
 statement here:
n to outsource Dining Services. Rather, we are con-
arket study to determine how well Penn’s Dining
our campus constituencies, with the goal of identifying
 quality and selection of food, enhance the service
 reduce the cost of the Dining program. The outcome
sarily be a decision to outsource, although contracting
f food services will certainly be examined as one
ltative committee  being appointed to guide this
students, faculty and administrators, and be supported

arket consultant who has no ties to any of the major

 our primary focus is on developing a facilities
 the physical quality of the buildings, in order to make
tractive and safer places to live and work. At the same
ilize the management structure in the Department of
, given the recent resignations that have occurred in
, there are no plans to outsource the operations of

we will continue to seek ways to better manage and
.
ng will continue to be pursued as one restructuring
inistrative operations will never be outsourced. They

 regularly to make sure they are serving the campus
ng costs aggressively.

Sincerely,
— John A. Fry, Executive Vice President

 University issues can be accepted
ight-of-reply guidelines.
ted.—Ed.
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Gargling for Science and
Other Trials of the Tooth Trade
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By Sandy Smith
I get paid to brush my teeth.
You may know someone who does, too

Perhaps it’s that colleague whose teeth
suddenly look like she’s drinking a pot of
coffee a day.

Be kind to us.  Your smile depends on 
for we are the
shock troops
in the never-
ending strug-
gle against
plaque, cavi-
ties, and
many of the
other prob-
lems that
may befall
your teeth.

We are also foot soldiers in a war for
something even more precious:  market
share.  What was once a relatively mund
item — the toothbrush — has become a
multimillion-dollar business, with dozens 
manufacturers vying to out-clean the com
petition with products that Reach a little
deeper, Flex a little more, and give your
teeth a Total cleaning.  And that’s only pa
of the oral-hygiene market.  Toothpaste a
mouthwash ads also constantly tout “new
and improved” products that are “clinicall
proven” to remove more plaque or get yo
teeth their whitest.  And then there is the
ultimate prize:  the American Dental Asso
ation’s seal of acceptance.

In order to win that seal and make thos
claims, someone has to put all those prod
ucts to the test. And that’s where I and yo
co-worker with the brown teeth come in.
We are two of about 200 Penn people wh
participate in clinical trials conducted by t
team of Drs. Samuel Yankell and Robert
Emling.

The sort of applied research that Yanke
and Emling do is not what most dental
researchers find appealing, but it is vital t
the $3-billion-a-year oral-hygiene produc
industry.  Dental professionals can recom
mend products bearing the ADA seal of
approval — “Your dentist or hygienist is th
only health-care professional who can re
ommend products sold over the counter,”
Yankell notes — but in order to carry the
seal, a product needs to pass established

All this brushin
has made Pen
a leading site 
clinical researc
6
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benchmarks in trials conducted according 
an ADA standard protocol.

It just so happens that Yankell and Em-
ling wrote the basic characteristics of the
ADA protocol.  “We had developed what
we thought was an adequate protocol for
testing toothbrushes for ADA approval,”

Yankell
explained,
noting that
no product
his team has
recommend-
ed for ap-
proval has
ever been
denied it.
“About eight
years ago,

the ADA announced it was reviewing its
entire approval process and asked for sug
gestions for a new standard test protocol.
We submitted ours.

“In 1989, the ADA published its new
standard protocol.  When we received th
letter describing it, we were surprised —
it was essentially our protocol, almost
verbatim.”

Yankell was not a dentist by training; his
Ph.D. is in nutrition.  But he spent 14 years
in industry, where he learned clinical testin
practices such as doing indices for gingivit
and plaque deposits.  This sparked his inte
est in dental product research, and in 1974
he joined the School of Dental Medicine
faculty.  He has been conducting clinical
research trials ever since.  (Because Dent
School faculty must have clinical degrees,
Yankell enrolled in Penn’s dental hygiene
program and received his registered denta
hygienist degree in 1981.)

Yankell and Emling are almost constantl
engaged in trials, varying in size from 12  t
180 participants and in duration from one
week to six months.  The trials generally fa
into one of four main categories:

• The basic toothbrush study for ADA
approval.

• Studies to support marketing claims
made by manufacturers, or for compara-
tive purposes.  These usually follow the
ADA protocol, but the results become the
property of the manufacturer.

• Experimental studies to determine th

g and gargling
n’s dental school
r commercial

h.
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effect of a new ingre-
dient or product design.
Yankell and Emling limit
their tests of new ingredients to those
approved by the FDA for over-the-counter
sale.

• Long-term studies to determine the
effect of a product over time.  These usually
involve toothpastes and mouth rinses.  One
of the main purposes of such studies is to
see if microorganisms change in response to
regular use of a product.

The two researchers also conduct smaller,
more specialized studies, such as “exagger-
ated use” studies designed to test the safety
of a new dental product.

All this brushing and gargling has made
Penn’s dental school a leading site for com-
mercial clinical research.  Yankell stated that
in terms of applied research, Penn rates
among the top seven university dental
schools in the country.

One of the main reasons for the large
amount of applied research is the enormous
growth and change in the toothbrush indus-
try since Johnson and Johnson introduced
its angled Reach toothbrush in the late
1970s.  Since then, Yankell said, “tooth-
brush sales have exploded” as companies
rolled out new brush designs all focused on
a single goal: “trying to get the brush to
work better in spite of the user.”

As a hygienist, Yankell is thoroughly
versed in the proper brushing technique:
bristles at a 45-degree angle to the tooth,
and short, orbital brush strokes.  “I can talk
to patients about brushing technique until
I’m blue in the face,” he said, “and they will
follow it for about two days.  Then they slip
right back into their old habits.”

Hence all the radical new brush designs
with uneven bristles, diamond-shaped
heads, bendable handles and (in one design)
three small heads designed to surround the
tooth.  The companies that make these
brushes want to make sure they work at
least as well as, if not better than, anything
else currently on the market, and Yankell is
happy to put them through their paces.

Some companies come to Yankell’s lab
because of the institutional prestige: “They
like to have the University of Pennsylvania
name associated with their research,” he

(continued on page 7)
ALMANAC/COMPASS September 10, 1996
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Silver Medal for Bike Patrol Officer
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said.  But he also thinks that the institutio
safeguards Penn builds into its research
the rigorous standards his research team
follows also add value.  For example, he
notes, “In order to adhere to the guidelin
of Penn’s Human Review Committee” —
University-wide panel, on which Yankell
sits, that sets criteria for research involvi
human subjects — “we must get a full m
ical history for all of our subjects, and the
must sign a consent form that describes 
experimental procedures in detail, along
with the anticipated risks.  The requireme
are the same for a toothbrush study as fo
for example, a complete knee replaceme

And what happens with the results of
these studies?  That depends on their p
pose.  Research done to back up comp
tive marketing claims is usually
proprietary, so a company can choose t
keep the results secret. But there is a b
fit to publishing the results, Yankell said
“If the information is published or presen
ed at a conference, dentists can see the
source of the study.  A company’s ads c
also refer to published research, and a 
dental professional will go back to read 
— and perhaps, based on what he or sh
reads, will recommend the product to hi
or her patients.

(continued from page 6)

Dental Cont’d
By Phyllis Holtzman
While the 1996 Centennial Olympic

Games were the focus of enormous med
attention this summer,  they weren’t the
only games in town.  Last month, thou-
sands of police officers from around the
world gathered in Salt Lake City, Utah, to
compete in the Sixth International Law
Enforcement Games.

Penn Police Officer John Washington, 

member of Penn’s bicycle patrol, was
among the officers from some 26 coun-
tries who competed at the event.  Wash-
ington, an experienced long-distance
runner and cross trainer, won a silver
medal in the 5-mile cross-country run.

Running through scenic fields and
across a creek bed, Washington endured
the effects of the unaccustomed high
elevation of Salt Lake City to maintain his
steady silver-medal pace.

“I was surprised I placed so high,” he
said, noting that the 5,000-foot elevation
caused his nose to bleed throughout the
race.  “My real interest in attending was

Penn Police Officer John Washington on

Photograph by Ca
ia

a

 wheels

the camaraderie and the chance to mee
officers from other countries.  I didn’t
expect to win a medal.”

Washington, who has been on Penn’s
bicycle patrol since its inception more
than four years ago, also competed in th
mountain bike race.  Although he didn’t
place — he came in fourth — he was
pleased nonetheless that he came throu
as well as he did.

“The course wasn’t what I
expected, “ he said.  “It was on
Antelope Island in the middle o
the Great Salt Lake.  It was an
18-mile course (nine miles
ridden twice), and in the first
eight miles you ride up an 800-
foot bluff.  The last mile you go
screaming straight down a crus
gravel and sand path.”

“I was holding on for dear
life,” he added.

To prepare for the race,
Washington tried to replicate
hill training by riding his bicy-
cle up and down the eight floor
of ramps in Penn’s parking
garage at 38th and Walnut
Streets.

His regular running regimen
kept him in shape for the 5-mile
run — Washington belongs to a
running group in Jenkintown,
where he typically runs 35-40
miles per week.

“That’s not really a lot,” he
said, noting that when he ran
cross country while a student a
Franklin Pierce College in New
Hampshire, he ran up to 80
miles a week.

The silver medal wasn’t Washington’
only victory this summer — in June, he
won two gold medals in a state-wide
police Olympic competition in Lancast-
er.  The medals were for the 5-kilomete
trail run, and for the mountain bike
competition.

Washington, a life-long resident of
Cheltenham, has been at Penn for eight
years.  In addition to his position at Penn
and his running, he has served for the la
18 years as a volunteer firefighter in Che
tenham Township.  His father and broth-
ers are all career firefighters.

While this was Washington’s first time

ndace diCarlo
h

,

competing in the international police
event, he has participated locally in the
Broad Street run and the Philadelphia
marathon.   He and his colleagues in th
Penn bicycle unit have also competed a
team against other bicycle units, and
placed third at a competition in Baltimo

While the competition was fun, Wash
ington said the best part of his experien
in Salt Lake City came after the events
the evenings when the officers from
around the world spent time together
socializing.

“The best part was the opportunity to
relate to other officers from foreign cou
tries,” he said.  “There were officers fro
every continent, except South America.

The next international competition wi
be held in 1998 in the United Arab Emir
ates, but Washington  doesn’t expect to
attend.

“It’s too hot there,” he said.
7
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On & Off the Web:  Cyberdudes Print Lit
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By Jerry Janda
The vast majority of computer wizards

may talk only to one another, and express
themselves solely through their cybersor-
cery.  Not so the tech support wizards of
Penn’s Data Communications and Compu
ing Services (DCCS).

Take David Deifer, for example. A se-
nior network specialist, he is, first and
foremost, a writer and poet. Working at
Penn pays the bills.

Deifer is just one of the DCCS staff
members who, anxious to get their word
in print, helped create XConnect (pro-
nounced “cross connect”), a literary jour-
nal with a twist.

 Most publications start with a printed
version before making the jump to the We
Not XConnect. The national literary publi-
cation has been on-line since April of 199
(http:techl.dccs.upenn.edu/-xconnect); it
jumped off the screen to the printed page
last week with a run of 1,000 copies. The
Penn Bookstore has copies and the Cent
City Borders will host a reading Sept. 19.

“At present we have over 500 orders,”
crows Deifer, who is marketing the literary
review coast to coast to the general public
“to bring poetry and fiction back into the
limelight.  The web has proved there is a
large audience for creative writing, and ...
the arts will continue with or without gov-
ernment funding.”

XConnect is a success thanks to sup
port from some members of the English
Department, and from the University, as
well as to the hard work of Deifer and
others at DCCS.

XConnect came about as the result of a
conversation Deifer had with Leah Shep-
pard, a DCCS network technician who
shares Deifer’s love for writing. Since both
were both looking for outlets for their work
they decided to search the ‘Net for Web
sites that would post their writing. But the
were disappointed by what they found.

“After looking at the many different
literary Web sites, we just thought we cou
just do a much better job,” Deifer says.

And they did — with the help of two
more DCCS employees. Mike Dettinger,
help desk analyst, chipped in with the htm
coding and design, and Cliff Robinson,
operations technician, put together the ha
ware needed to power the Web site. Marv
Jackson, now from Penn’s new Institute fo
8
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Medicine and Engineering, came on abou
the same time as XConnect Editor Alex
Edelman (C’97).  Edelman, an English
major, had created an on-line magazine f
undergraduate writers.

 “He did such a good job and we neede
help with our Web journal, so we promote
him to senior editor for our magazine,”
Deifer explains.

 Edelman came to XConnect through A
Filreis, undergraduate chair of the English
department and an early advocate of XCo

nect.  Filreis is just one of the many Penn
professors who have been impressed wit
the on-line publication.

“We had a lot of support from the differ-
ent professors at Penn in the English dep
ment,” Deifer notes. “Now, in the last two
issues, maybe a quarter of the contributo
are English professors or other types of
professors at this, and other, universities.

 Deifer and company are pleased that s
many prominent scholars are backing the
venture. They’re particularly proud that
Penn has been so cooperative, with Penn
providing the technological resources nec
sary to keep XConnect on line.

 “We feel lucky to have this opportunity
and it’s all because of Penn,” Deifer says

As a show of gratitude, the XConnect
staff are giving something back to their
employer. The electronic and print version
of the publication are bringing positive
publicity to the University, and XConnect’

XConnect  in print and on line with (bac
Sheppard, Mike Dettinger, Alex Edelm

Jackson and (in front) David De

Photograp
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editors are planning
courses for the Writ-
er’s House.

“Dave and I are going
to be offering seminars on
publishing on-line,” Edelman says.

Perhaps these students will be the next
crop of XConnect contributors. The first
crop came mostly from cyberspace.

“We took people who had really good
reputations on newsgroups and listservs
and from that we were able to get more

contributors because of those
names,” he explains.

XConnect still solicits on
line, but now also uses snail
mail to attract contributors.
Four editors from around the
country also actively seek out
writers and artists.

“Now we’re in a position
where we can carve out each
issue the way we want to,”
Edelman says. “We publish
two percent of our submis-
sions.”

Of all the contributors fea-
tured in the on-line publica-
tion, only 43 made it into the
printed version. The 188-page
magazine boasts a four-page,
four-color insert of original
artwork.

Although the on-line ver-
sion comes out quarterly, XConnect will
only print annually. With the right support,
it could come out more frequently; howeve
Deifer, who funded the project himself,
doesn’t welcome the creative “advice”
financial backers would undoubtedly bring.

“I wanted to do it myself so we have
complete control over what goes into the
magazine, as well as the marketing,” he
says.

Deifer may provide the money, but Det-
tinger keeps track of it. A Wharton graduate
Dettinger is XConnect’s general manager. A
jack of all trades, he does just about any-
thing the publication needs — except write
That could change. Working with Sheppard
and Deifer has shown him that DCCS em-
ployees are capable of much more than
tinkering with computers.

“Surrounded by all this greatness, it’s
hard not to try writing,” Dettinger says with
a laugh.
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Psychology under the Gun —
Penn Psychologist to the Rescue
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For Martin Seligman, it was time to give
something back. A renowned author, teach
and researcher at Penn, he had seen his
field, psychology, take a few lumps in the

‘90s, and decided he wanted to work to
make things better.

This past summer, Seligman was electe
President of the American Psychological

Dr. Martin Seligman
ALMANAC/COMPASS September 10, 1996

College Rankings 
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Association by the largest vote in recent
history.

“The profession has given a lot to me,
and I wanted to give something back,” he

said.
There are three areas that nee

be addressed, he said, and the fi
is changes in health insurance.

“Managed care had done serio
damage to the practice of psycho
gy,” he said. “It directs patients to
abbreviated treatments that cost
less; the patient and practitioner 
spending fewer hours together.
Patients are being routed to the
cheapest provider. The whole pro
cess is profit driven, and patients
are being shortchanged on a nat
wide scale.

“The second area that needs t
be addressed is that academic jo
and grant availability are at an all
time low. We need to reverse this

“And the third area is how the
practice of psychology and the
science of psychology can work
together to solve both problems. 
was elected because I’m trusted 

both camps,” he said.
His election comes at one of the busie

and most productive periods of his caree
the past six years he has written three wi
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ly selling books, Learned Optimism, Wha
You Can Change and What You Can’t and
The Optimistic Child. and received two
multimillion dollar grants from the nation
Institute of Mental Health. He has also
maintained a full-teaching and research
load.

“I won’t write another book until after
my term expires,” he said.

Seligman will serve a three-year term o
office. He previously was head of the APA
division of clinical psychology.

Seligman said his new post will require
“a new set of muscles for me to have,”
which he’ll use to persuade health insure
the public and the Congress that any sho
term fiscal gains made by quicker therap
and research cutbacks will have serious
health-care consequences in the long run

Seligman received his Ph.D. from Pen
in 1964, and joined the faculty that year. H
has written 13 books and published more
than 150 scholarly articles. Recently, he w
the leading consultant to Consumer Repo
magazine for its recent membership surv
on the effectiveness of psychotherapy.

The American Psychological Associa-
tion, based in Washington, D.C., is the
largest scientific and professional organ
tion representing psychologists in the Un
ed States, with more than 142,000
members.
,
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The University of Pennsylvania is
ranked 13th among national universities 
the annual U.S. News  & World  Report
survey of colleges and universities with a
overall score of 95.2.

It was tied for 11th a year ago (with the
University of Chicago) with an overall
score of 94.4.

The magazine also ranks business
schools, giving top honors, jointly, to
Penn’s Wharton School and the Universi
of Michigan School of Business.  Penn’s
undergraduate engineering program is tie
for 24th with Duke, Ohio State, Maryland
and Colorado.

There is a difference of only 1.6 points 
the overall score of the 229 institutions
ranked between  Stanford (No. 6) and Pe
(No. 13) in the U.S. News survey. Some
n

n

y

d

n

colleges and universities in this group are
separated by one-tenth of a point in the
overall score.  Columbia, for example,
receives a score of 95.4 while both North
western and Cal Tech  score a 95.5.

In what is arguably the most importan
category in the magazine’s survey, aca-
demic reputation, Penn ranks No. 11, up
three points from 1995.

U.S. News, now in its 15th year of rank
ings, is one of many publications that off
guidance to high school students trying t
choose among hundreds of colleges and
universities.

This year’s rankings, available on new
stands this week, ended Harvard’s six-ye
streak at No. 1. It finished third behind
Yale and Princeton.

The magazine uses several statistical
r

-
ar

measures to rank the nation’s universities
and liberal arts colleges. Their reputations
based on a survey of college presidents,
deans and admissions officers, count for 2
percent of the score. Other factors are se
tivity, 15 percent; faculty resources, 20
percent; financial resources, 10 percent;
retention, 20 percent; and alumni giving, 5
percent. A new criterion called “value add-
ed” and worth 5 percent compares the nu
ber of students expected to graduate with
those who actually did.

Penn is 19th among national universitie
n “Best Value: Discount Price.” Other Ivy
League institutions listed in this ranking ar
Dartmouth (5), Yale (13), Princeton (16),
Columbia (l8), Cornell (21),  Harvard (25),
and Brown (31). U.S. News’ “Best Value”
rankings are on newsstands Sept. 16.
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By Kirby F. Smith
Growing up in the South, studies in

Paris, the Harlem Renaissance — thes
and the whole American experience ar
the stuff of Romare Bearden’s art.
Known for his paintings and collages,
Bearden (1914-1988) also produced a
great variety of prints. Fifty of these,
from the Bearden Foundation and othe
private collections, are on display at th
Arthur Ross Gallery through Oct. 24. A
part of the exhibition will be displayed
concurrently at Philadelphia’s Brandy-
wine Workshop.

“Bearden’s life and work reflect the
influences he grew up in the United
States and those he sought out in Eu-
rope,” said Dilys Winegrad, director of
the Arthur Ross Gallery. “Bearden was
equally familiar with life in the rural
American South and cosmopolitan Par
is, where he associated with artists su
as Brancusi and Braque. He was influ-
enced by the Bible and Greek mytholo
gy and created vivid images of life in
rural America and the Caribbean that
arouse a sense of their own myth and
mystery.”

Born in Mecklenburg, N.C., in 1912,
Bearden commemorated life through
art, depicting the rituals, customs and
cycles essential to it in 20th-century
America. In his works Bearden recon-
structs his life’s history and the Afri-
can-American experience.

“One sees in Bearden’s work a recu
rent set of themes,” said Herman Bea-
vers, associate professor of English at
the University of Pennsylvania and
director of its Afro-American Studies
Program, “that have ... to do with ...
how does one create and maintain
structure in the face of soul-killing
forces like discrimination, segregation
and violence; ritual, music and family,
therefore become instruments that pro
vide a way for Bearden.”

In his youth Bearden studied at the
Art Students League in Harlem. His
mother, Bessye Bearden, was an activ
ist, and family friends included W.E.B.
DuBois and Paul Robeson, and painte
Aaron Douglas and Charles Alston. In
1950, he traveled to Paris and while in
Europe, visited museums and mingled
with artists, poets and, perhaps most
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importantly, musicians. For a period
after his return, he abandoned paintin
to try his hand as a songwriter.

As a visual artist, Bearden started o
as a Social Realist and depicted the
human figure and the human conditio
He later experimented with abstract
expressionism. During the civil rights
movement, in association with other
African-American artists, he reassess
his style as well as his artistic respon
bilities. He spent years as a social
worker in
Harlem en-
couraging
young black
artists. Turn-
ing to col-
lage and the
use of photo-
graphic en-
largements
of popular-
media repro-
ductions, he
was invited
to present
his first solo
show at the
Corcoran
Gallery in
Washington,
D.C., in
1964.

For
Bearden,
printmaking
was an im-
portant me-
dium that
comple-
mented his paintings and collages an
provided an outlet for experimentation
as well as a new approach to broaden
ing his audience.

In conjunction with the exhibition, a
symposium on Bearden will take place
p.m. to 6:15 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 13, 
Penn’s Annenberg School for Commun
cation, 3620 Walnut St., Room 110.

The symposium brings together lea
ing scholars to discuss “The Life and
Work of Romare Bearden,” and cele-
brate the African-American tradition in
the visual arts. The keynote address
will be delivered by Dr. David Driskell

At the Arthur Ross G
lithograph by 
Features
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distinguished
university profes-
sor of art, Universi-
ty of Maryland-
College Park.
Beavers will make the opening remark
and the panel includes Dr. Elizabeth
Alexander, assistant professor of En-
glish, University of Chicago; Dr.
Sharon Patton, associate professor of
art history and director of the Center
for African American Studies, Universi

ty of Michi-
gan-Ann
Arbor; and
Dr. Paul
Rogers,
assistant
professor of
art history,
University of
Chicago. A
reception at
the Arthur
Ross Gallery
follows the
symposium.
Both events
are free and
open to the
public.
Those inter-
ested in at-
tending the
symposium
should call
the gallery at
(215) 898-
2083.

This trav-
eling exhibi-

tion was curated by Gail Gelburd and
Alex Rosenberg. Its presentation at th
Arthur Ross Gallery is dedicated to the
memory of the artist’s widow, Nanette
Rohan Bearden, who died this summe
An accompanying catalogue that con-
tains the first comprehensive listing of
all of Bearden’s graphic works, is dis-
tributed by the University of Pennsyl-
vania Press.

Other related events include free jaz
performances in the gallery on Sunday
Sept. 22, and a free children’s work-
shop with storyteller Linda Goss at 11
a.m., Saturday, Sept. 28.

allery: “Falling Star,”
omare Bearden
ALMANAC/COMPASS September 10, 1996
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By Phyllis Holtzman
In large and complex organizations such

as Penn, taking sensible risks is a key com-
ponent of effective management.  Whether
seeking new revenue sources or implement-
ing a new financial management system,
the risks inherent in such ventures must
continually be identified and assessed.

At Penn, anticipating and identifying
such risks, as well as assuring that manage-
ment controls and systems are in place to
manage them, has assumed a prominent
role in the University’s strategic planning.
The University’s strategic plan, Agenda for
Excellence, identifies managing risk and
increasing accountability as one of its key
strategic initiatives.

To that end, the Office of Internal Audit,
under the leadership of Managing Director
Rick Whitfield, has undertaken a broad-
based restructuring designed to position
Internal Audit as a business partner with
the University and Health System manage-
ment to anticipate and aggressively man-
age business risks, ensure strong
stewardship and management accountabil-
ity at all levels, and ensure the integrity of
operational and financial information.

“We are shifting Internal Audit to a
model of a partner in business practice
with the University and Health System
managers, rather than enforcers of rules
and regulations,” Whitfield said. “We want
to take a problem solving approach to
issues related to internal controls and risks.
Over time, I’d like managers to view our
department as a key resource for manage-
ment advice at Penn.”

The restructured Office of Internal Audit
will develop the expertise needed to make
the transition to business partner with the
schools and administrative units. To achieve
this, staff changes have been made, several
positions have been eliminated, and the
resulting resources have been reinvested in
upgrading certain key positions and obtain-

Restructuring
Internal Audit

ing access to technology. In addition, new
positions have been created to provide the
growing audit services required in the
Health System.

“We intend to provide on-going training
and professional development for our staff,
both current and new,” Whitfield said. “We
are trying to develop a core of superb peo-
ple who can be positioned to transition to
key management positions elsewhere within
the University and the Health System.”

In an environment full of risk and com-
plexity, it is imperative
that the University
build a high quality
internal audit capabili-
ty, noted Executive
Vice President John
Fry. “We intend to
create an internal audit
function as capable as
any first-class corpo-
rate model,” he said.
“We want to provide
real value by helping
Penn’s managers func-
tion in today’s complex
world.”

Whitfield identified five types of business
risks which continually confront institu-
tions. They are: strategic risks, which affect
the overall direction of the organization;
financial risks, which involve safeguarding
assets; operational risks, which impact the
processes that govern daily operations;
regulatory risks, which apply to compliance
with laws and regulations; and reputational
risks, which affect the institution’s public
image.

“We are trying to get people to look at
these issues , and, when making decisions,
ask, ‘What are the risks to us, and to the
institution?’” Whitfield said. “Our role will
then be to provide the tools to assess those
risks, and monitor their effectiveness.”

A key component of the department’s
plan is the deployment of new technologies
designed to improve productivity and devel-
op automated self-assessment tools which
can be shared with management.  The idea,
Whitfield said, is to use technology that
“allows us to do more with less.”

This is particularly critical as Internal
Audit moves forward with its mandate to
integrate the Health System audit needs
more fully into its area of operation. With
the University moving to further decentral-
ize some of its administrative services in

order to improve response time, while the
Health System is beginning to centralize
certain functions that carry a high degree
of risk, the challenge is to “develop highly
cohesive professional teams to serve both
sides,” Whitfield said. Implementing tech-
nologies that integrate connectivity to
comprehensive information systems will
be a significant step toward realizing that
goal, he added.

“As we proceed with this long-term
process, we will continually focus on mini-

mizing and controlling
risk at the beginning of
a venture, rather than
just stepping in after a
problem has been
found,” Whitfield said.

This heightened
emphasis on managing
risk is especially critical
now, he said, as the
University positions
itself for the future by
developing new educa-
tional tools, such as
distance learning; de-
ploying new and more

complex information systems and technolo-
gies changing traditional business processes
and internal control systems; seeking new
business opportunities; and enhancing the
University’s compliance program.

In carrying out its new mandate, the
department will be guided by an annual
audit plan. A key component of the plan is
to identify the “audit universe,” that is, all
those areas within the University and the
Health System that should be served by the
department. Internal Audit staff will then
work with senior management to develop
both short and long-term audit plans, with
the goal of providing management with the
expertise and tools it needs to make sound
business decisions, enhance cost effective-
ness and realize strategic goals.

“We want to provide managers with the
tools to recognize, assess and manage
risk,” Whitfield said. “We want to help
managers identify cost savings, and reve-
nue enhancement opportunities. And we
want to be positioned to provide manage-
ment services to units who need them.”

“Under the best of circumstances, how-
ever, we can never provide absolute assur-
ance that we are free of risk,” he added. “A
certain amount of risk will always be
present.”

Innovation
 CORNER

Over time, I’d like
managers to view
our department as a
key resource for
management advice
at Penn.

— Rick Whitfield



OPPORTUNITIES AT PENN
Listed below are the job opportunities at the University of Pennsylvania.  To apply please vis

University of Pennsylvania Job Application Center
Funderburg Information Center, 3401 Walnut Street, Ground Floor

Phone: 215-898-7285

Application Hours:  Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Positions are posted on a daily basis, Monday through Friday, at the following locations:

Application Center—Funderburg Center, 3401 Walnut Street (Ground level)  9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Blockley Hall—418 Guardian Drive (1st Floor and 2nd Floor)
Dental School—40th & Spruce St. (Basement-across from B-30)
Houston Hall—34th & Spruce St. (Basement-near the elevators)
Wharton—Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall (next to Room 303)

Job Opportunities and daily postings can also be accessed on the Human Resources web pa
(www.upenn.edu/hr/).  A position must be posted for seven (7) calendar days before an offer c
be made. The Job Opportunities Hotline is a 24-hour interactive telephone system.  By dialing 8
J-O-B-S and following the instructions, you can hear descriptions for positions posted during
last three weeks.  You must, however, have a push-button phone to use this line.

The University of Pennsylvania is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on
basis of race, color, sex, sexual or affectional preference, age, religion, national or ethnic ori
disability or veteran status.

WHERE THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR A POSITION ARE DESCRIBED IN TERMS OF
FORMAL EDUCATION OR TRAINING, PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN THE SAME FIELD MAY BE SUBSTITUTED.

POSITIONS WITH FULL DESCRIPTIONS ARE THOSE MOST RECENTLY POSTED.
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ARTS AND SCIENCES
Specialist: Susan Curran

ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (081025SC) Provide administrat
support for the Center; assist with daily operation
budget; monitor enrollments in language classes; s
vise work-study students; maintain hardware & 
ware; act as liaison between Center & other d
Qualifications:  Completion of high school & relat
post-hs. training or equiv.; BA/BS in language-rel
discipline pref.; at least 2 years at AAI level or com
rable background; excellent interpersonal skills; fa
iarity with PC/MAC software, good word process
skills. Grade:  G10; Range:  $19,261-23,999 9-4-9
Penn Language Ctr.
ASS’T. DEAN (POST BACCALAUREATE PRO-
GRAMS) (07829SC) P5; $29,664-38, 677 8-16-9
College of General Studies
INFO SYSTEMS SPECIALIST I  (08957SC) P3;
$24,617-31,982 8-22-96 The College
LANGUAGE ANALYST (08937SC) (End date: 8/31
97) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-21-96 Linguistics
RESEARCH COORDINATOR SR (03203SC) P4
$26,000-34,100 8-29-96 Linguistics/LDC
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I  (08900SC) P2;  $22,351
29,098 8-12-96 Biology
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER I (08916SC) P6; $32,
857-42,591 8-16-96 Linguistics/LDC
SECRETARY TECH/MED (07755SC) G9; $17,614
21,991 7-17-96 Chemistry

DENTAL SCHOOL

Specialist: Clyde Peterson
COORDINATOR I (08901CP) P1; $20,219-26,368 8
13-96 Biochemistry
OFFICE MANAGER II (08946CP) P2; $22,351-29,09
8-21-96 Periodontics
ADMIN. ASS’T. I (40 HRS) (08902CP) G9; $20,13
25,133 8-13-96 FISOPS
ADMIN. ASS’T. II (07830CP) G10; $19,261-23,999 
31-96 Pediatric Dentistry
DENTAL ASS’T. I (40 HRS)(07098CP) G7; $17,068
21,247 7-24-95 Dental Medicine
INST. STERIL. ATTENDANT II (40 HRS) (07750CP
G6; $16,010-19,658 7-15-96 Central Material Svc
INST. STERILIZATION ATTENDANT II  (07780CP
G6; $14,008-17,201 7-19-96 Central Material Svcs
RESEARCH LAB TECH I/II  (07831CP) G7/G8;
$14,935-18,592/16,171-20,240 7-31-96 Microbio.
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ENGINEERING/APPLIED SCIENCE
Specialist: Clyde Peterson

SECRETARY IV (081003CP) Provide secretarial su
port for faculty; type, proofread &/or edit reports, propo
als & manuscripts, which utilize technical terminolog
organize, develop & maintain word processing filin
systems; pick up & distribute mail; act as liaison 
students regarding dept. & University policy. Qualifica-
tions: Completion of high school; min. two yrs. secr
tarial exp.; use of Macintosh/Microsoft Word require
type at least 70 wpm; solid organizational & proofread
skills; knowledge of specialized/technical terminology
plus; ability to take initiative & use good judgmen
Grade: G9; Range:  $17,617-21,991 9-6-96 Mechanica
Engineering
LIMITED SERVICE (ADMIN. ASS’T. II) (081004CP)
Support the Assistant to Chair & Department facul
type journal articles, book chapters, class materials, 
posals & equations; utilize knowledge of Late
WordPerfect, Microsoft Word & Excel; assist with st
dent information maintenance, coordination of recruit
interviews, conference management & special eve
coordination of student orientation & course scheduli
Qualifications: Completion of high school; minimum
two yrs. of AAI or equiv. exp.; use of Macintosh, Microso
Word required; ability to type at least 65 wpm; so
organizational & proofreading   skills; knowledge 
specialized/technical terminology a plus; ability to ta
initiative & use good judgement.Grade: G10; Range:
$14,446-17,999 9-6-96 Systems Engineering
BUSINESS MANAGER I/II (07838JZ) P4/P5; $26,986-
35,123/$29,664-38,677 7-31-96 IME
RESEARCH SPECIALIST JR./I (08962RS) P1/P2;
$20,291-26,368/$22,351-29,098 8-22-96 IME
P-T PROFESSIONAL (COORDINATOR V)  (17.5 HRS)
(08958CP) P5; $14,833-19,338 8-28-96 MEAM
SEC’Y IV (08867CP) G9; $17,614-21,991 8-6-96 CIS

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

 Specialist: David Smith/Susan Curran
FINANCIAL ANALYST  (081037SC) Assist in prepara
tion & analysis of internal & external financial report
complete ad hoc projects as required; perform analys
financial trends impacting the University. Qualifica-
tions:  BA/BS in Accounting/Economics; 3-5 years o
accounting experience; solid understanding of acco
ing standards & practices; knowledge of FinMIS p
ferred; strong analytic skills; excellent written & or
it:
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communications skills; ability to work with limited
supervision. Grade:  P5; Range:  $29,664-38,677 9-4-
96 Comptroller’s Office
MANAGER, FINANCIAL REPORTING/BUDGET
ANALYSIS  (081038SC) Direct preparation & analysis
of internal & external financial statements & ad hoc
reports; serve as liaison with independent accountant
generate information relating to operation of various
areas of University on historical, current & projected
basis; prepare reports based on analysis performe
assist in control of budgets during fiscal year; maintain
analyses of revenue sources; perform review & analys
of Health Systems operations; direct analysis of finan
cial trends impacting University. Qualifications: BA/
BS in Accounting; MBA or CPA preferred; minimum 5
years progressively responsible managerial experienc
in public accounting, corporate environment or researc
university; knowledge of spreadsheet & word process
ing software; knowledge of Oracle financial systems &
health care industry preferred. Grade:  P9; Range:
$43,569-57,217 9-4-96 Comptroller’s Office
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE (37.5
HRS) (081024SC) Provide essential public relations &
customer services for Human Resouces; welcome vis
tors; determine customer needs & direct to appropriat
department or person; courteously & professionally
respond to telephone & in-person inquiries; receive, sor
& accurately direct mail. Qualifications:  High school
diploma or equivalent; demonstrated success in cus
tomer service related position; experience in handling
competing priorities; ability to effectively interact with
variety of customers with desire to provide the highes
level of customer service. Grade:  G8; Range:  $17,326-
21,686 9-4-96 Human Resources
ACCOUNTANT I (07824SC) P2; $22,351-29,098 7-
31-96 Comptroller
ASS’T MGR., ACCOUNTS PAYABLE  (08979SC) P2;
$22,351-29,098 8-28-96 Comptroller’s Office
PURCHASING AGENT, FACILITIES MGMT.
(07832SC) P8; $39,655-52,015 8-1-96 Purchasing
ADMIN. ASS’T I (37.5 HRS) (08890SC) G9; $18,872-
23,562 8-9-96 Business Services
ADMIN. ASS’T I (0288SC) (Hours: 7:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m.) G9; $17,614-21,991 8-26-96 Penn Children’s Ctr.
CAD DRAFTER (07800SC) G13; $25,132-33,270 7-
24-96 Facilities Planning
DISPATCHER SENIOR (40 HRS) (08997SC) (Hours:
5:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m.) G8; $18,481-23,132 8-28-96 Trans-
portation & Parking
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES ASS’T. II
(08991SC) G10; $19,261-23,999 8-27-96 Penntrex

GRAD SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Specialist: Clyde Peterson

RESEARCH SPECIALIST I (07785CP) (On-going con-
tingent on grant funding) P2; $22,351-29,098 7-19-96
GSE/NCOFF
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (07730CP) (On-going contingent
upon funding) G10; $19,261-23,999 7-19-96 NCOFF

LAW SCHOOL

Specialist: Clyde Peterson
ADMIN. ASS’T. I (08929CP) G9; $17,614-21,991 8-
21-96 Law School
ADMIN. ASS’T. III  (08870CP) G11; $20,497-26,008 8-
7-96 Law School

MEDICAL SCHOOL
Specialist: Ronald Story/Janet Zinser

BUSINESS MANAGER I  (081028JZ) Administer all
grant applications for university approval; oversee pro
cessing of all University and CPUP purchasing requests
responsible for all payroll and specific personnel func-
tions; coordinate facility and space changes; genera
reports for use in preparing budgets. Qualifications:
BA/BS required, college level coursework in account-
ALMANAC September 10, 1996
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ing or business pref.; two years admin. exp. in ed
tional and/or healthcare environment; knowledge 
exp. in accounts payable functions, general accoun
and cash management; minimum software requirem
Excel (lotus), Microsoft Word, and one database sys
Grade : P4 Range:  $26,986-35,123 9-3-96 Gastroen
CLINICAL SPECIALIST  (081012RS) Provide leade
ship & direction for development, implementation
coordination of “The Early Detection of CNS Involv
ment in HIV” project; perform magnetic resonance 
aging & spectroscopy analysis; develop database a
cations & conduct statistical analysis; supervise & a
cate assignments to residents, nurses & MR technic
recruit, screen & select patients for study; ensure
equate follow-up to optimize study results; prepare 
terial for submission of grant applications, renewal
progress reports. Qualifications:  BA/BS in scientific or
related field; at least 10 yrs. clinical research & d
management exp.; exp. with database developmen
miliar with use of statistical packages; demonstra
organizational, communicational & interpersonal sk
detailed oriented. Grade:  P6; Range:  $32,857-42,591
9-4-96 Radiology
CYTOGENETICS TECHNOLOGIST, JR. (091044RS)
Perform cytogenetics analysis of human leukemi
clinical diagnostic service & research laboratory; p
form routine lab maintenance, procurement & proc
ing of blood & bone marrow specimens, microscop
karyotyping of human chromosomes; record keepin
data entry; modify & develop techniques; participat
publications of research findings. Qual.: BA/BS in
scientific or related field; course work in genetics & p
cytogenetics; exposure to general lab work incl. tis
culture & microscopy; cytogenetics exp. pref. Grade:
P4; Range: $26,986-35,123 9-6-96 Path. & Lab Med.
NURSE II (07840RS) Greet & examine/interview p
tients; take blood pressures; perform psychological/l
ratory tests & venipuncture; participate in patient tr
ment; assist with completion of required documenta
& adherence to FDA & JCAHO guidelines; perfo
chart abstraction; assist in research activities, lib
searches, reading & abstracting information; data an
sis & protocol development; assist in grant & rep
writing & preparing & organizing lectures; assist w
completion of insurance/billing forms, assist superv
in reading medically/legally sensitive documents; as
supervisor in the utilization of sophisticated office te
nology. Qualifications:  PA registered nurse; BSN pre
at least three yrs. experience as nurse; exp. in psych
nursing desirable; excellent interpersonal skills & co
munication skills; knowledge of PC software. Grade:
P4; Range: $26,986-35,123 9-6-96 Psychiatry
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I  (081030RS) Perform
immunlogocial techniques such as separation of pe
eral blood lymphocytes, lymphoproliferation assa
ELISA; perform tissue culture techniques; develop
maintain short-term & long-term T & B cell culture
assist in service requests for flow cytometry; prep
reagents & supplies for apoptosis assays; provide &
ELISA techiques; assist & train users of CIC equipm
& facilities; assist CPU staff during necropsies & diss
tions; perform general lab duties such as cleaning, s
ing, preparation of stock reagents & routine equipm
inspection & maintenance; maintain accurate log
records of service requests & multiple on-going proje
perform molecular biological techniques; assist w
project planning & protocol development. Qualifica-
tions:  BA/BS in scientific field; knowledge & exper
ence in cellular immunological techniques & molecu
biology & theory; 1-3 years lab experience; good o
nizational skills; ability to work with limited superv
sion; knowledge of Macintosh computers. (End date: 9/
30/98) Grade: P2; Range:  $22,351-29,098 9-4-96 IHG
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (37.5 HRS) (08976JZ) Provide adm
support for daily operations of section on geriatric p
chiatry; respond to telephone inquiries regarding
search & clinical programs; process billing; prepar
type clinical & research related documents; schedu
confirm patient appointments; disseminate informa
to faculty & staff; organize & maintain computer sy
tems; assist in procurement of supplies & equipm
Qualifications: High school degree & related post-h
training or equivalent; BA/BS pref.; at least 2 year
AAI level or equiv.; expertise in relevant compu
hardware & software; knowledge of office system
knowledge of WordPerfect, Lotus, Word & comput
ized billing systems; strong interpersonal skills. Grade:
G10; Range:  $20,637-25,713 8-26-96 Psychiatry
ALMANAC  September 10, 1996
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CLERK IV (081039JZ)(081040JZ) Ensure proper
timely delivery of Cell Center products; ensure pro
storage of products & that strict temperature requ
ments are maintained for all inventory; fill orders & as
customers with questions. Qualifications:  High school
diploma; at least 18 months retail or customer ser
clerical exp.; scientific exp. pref.; good organizationa
interpersonal skills; ability to work independently. Grade:
G7; Range: $14,935-18,592 9-4-96 Genetics
EXEC. SECRETARY (N/E) (40 HRS) (08964JZ) Type
& proofread standard, complex & confidential mater
perform administrative research tasks; compile & s
marize data, participate in analysis & interpretatio
reports; arrange events, meetings & maintain tr
schedules; handle inquiries & requests from  extern
internal University constituencies; maintain substa
phone contact with Federal & State agencies, Con
sional & State legislative offices & senior Univers
administrators; organize & maintain office records
files; create new system; develop/modify & implem
office/clerical procedures; prepare & manage office b
get , use University FinMis acquisition system; comp
correspondence & forms; serve as liaison for of
administrative activities in absences of AEVP. Qualifi-
cations: High school graduate or equivalent; BA/
preferred; at least seven yrs. highly responsible s
tarial/administrative experience or comparable b
ground; excellent organizational, oral & written comm
nication skills; comprehensive knowledge of office p
cedures, practices & policies; ability to use Macintos
word processing packages such as Microsoft Wo
WordPerfect; ability to work independently & intera
with staff, faculty & external agencies; basic underst
ing of political process. Grade: G12; Range: $26,133-
33,725 8-23-96 Government Relations
OFFICE SYSTEMS COORDINATOR (081041JZ) Pro
vide PC applications support of faculty & research s
including sophisticated word processing, elemen
database & spreadsheet operations & presentation g
ics in Windows environment; provide editorial as
tance; maintain records & files; arrange meeting
conferences; monitor reimbursements. Qualifications:
High school diploma; Associates degree or some co
pref.; 2 years office exp.; exp. in academic setting p
training in PC applications incl. word processing, spr
sheet, database management & presentation gra
knowledge of medical terminology; highly organized
meticulous; ability to work with limited supervisio
Grade:  G11; Range: $20,497-26,008 9-4-96 CCEB
PSYCH TECH. I (40 HRS) (081042RS) Assist in a
aspects of study of obesity; organize & verify d
participate in preparation of results for publication; co
dinate scheduling of study assessment; administe
sessments; assist investigator with recruitment, rete
& treatment of study subjects; supervise work-study
volunteer students. Qualifications:  BA/BS in psychol-
ogy or other human science; previous research ex
ence helpful.(Some weekends, evenings) (On-going con-
tingent upon funding) Grade:  G10; Range:  $22,013-
27,427 9-4-96 Psychiatry
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II  (081029RS) Assist wit
experiments working in area of peptide & protein ch
istry; perform lab maintenance; order supplies; arra
service contracts; create documents & graphics; con
peptide synthesis & HLPC. Qualifications: High school
diploma; chemistry course work; knowledge of sm
computers & frequently used programs; exposure t
work; good record keeping. Grade: G8; Range: $16,171-
20,240 9-4-96 Biochemistry & Biophysics
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II  (081009RS) Analyze hu
moral immune response to HIV-1 infection in human
animal models; perform data collection & library bibl
graphic searches; maintain lab equipment; order 
plies. Qualifications:  High school diploma or equiva
lent; some college pref.; exposure to lab work pref.(On-
going contingent upon funding) Grade: G8; Range:
$16,171-20,240 9-4-96 Pathology & Lab Medicine
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (40 HRS) (081011RS
Conduct bench hardware & physiology experimen
mathematical modeling of intravascular bubble beha
& interfacial dynamics; gather information for public
tion & grant proposals; maintain laboratory equipm
order supplies; use PC. Qualifications: BS in Biomedi-
cal Engineering or related field with emphasis in fl
mechanics; MS preferred; working knowledge
OPTIMAS, LabVIEW & FIDAP software. (End date:
10/1/97) Grade:  G10; Range: $22,013-27,427 9-4-9
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RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (40 HRS) (091046RS)
Perform sleep studies on patients & research subjects;
analyze  data acquired during studies; maintain   labora-
tory treatments, draw arterial blood samples, administer
a variety  of tests to evaluate fatigue & fitness for duty;
training will be performed under the direction of skilled
polysomnographic technologists. Qualifications: BA/
BS in science; facility with computers & knowledge of
basic electronics; possession of valid driver’s license &
access to car highly desirable.(On-going contingent
upon grant funding) Grade: G10; Range: $22,130-
25,133 9-6-96 Center for Sleep
SEC’Y SR. (081010JZ) Provide secretarial & reception-
ist support to faculty; type, edit & proofread correspon-
dence, manuscripts, reports & forms; handle travel ar-
rangements & reimbursements; schedule appointments;
disseminate documentation via e-mail, fax, mail or per-
sonal delivery; sort & distribute mail; order & maintain
supplies for faculty laboratories; provide backup for
administrative & business offices. Qualifications:  High
school grad; some college pref.; strong communication
& organizational skills; ability to work in fast-paced
environment & handle multiple tasks simultaneously
under limited supervision; knowledge of software
(Microsoft Word, Reference Manager, & Adobe
Photoshop) in Macintosh environment; exp. preparing
NIH grant applications pref. Grade: G11; Range:
$20,497-26,008 9-4-96 Genetics
ASS’T. TO CHAIRMAN I (08872JZ) P1; $20,291-
26,368 8-8-96 Cell & Developmental Biology
ASS’T. DIRECTOR II (08977JZ)(End date: 8/31/99)
P3; $24,617-31,982 8-26-96 Geriatric Medicine
ASS’T. DIRECTOR VI (08913JZ) (End date: 8/31/
99)P7; $36,050-46,814 8-15-96 IHGT
ASSOC. DIRECTOR VI (06551JZ) P8; $39,655-52,015
8-22-96 Cancer Center
ASSOC. DIRECTOR IV (08992JZ) P6; 32,857- 42,591
8-30-96 Combined Degree Programs
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR I (08952JZ) P2;
$22,351-29,098 8-21-96 Psychiatry
BUSINESS MANAGER I/II (07838JZ) P4/P5; $26,986-
35,123/$29,664-38,677 7-31-96 IME
CLINICAL SPECIALIST (08912RS) (May involve eve-
nings & weekends) (On-going contingent upon grant
funding) P6; $32,857-42,591 8-15-96 Psychiatry
COORDINATOR IV/V (08949JZ) P4/P5; $26,986-
35,123/$29,664-38,677 8-21-96 CEO/Dean
DIRECTOR VIII (08961JZ) P11; $ 56,135- 70,246 8-30-
96 Psychiatry
FISCAL COORDINATOR I  (08918JZ) P1; $20,291-
26,368 8-19-96 Neurology
NURSE II (03219RS) (On-going pending funding) P4;
$26,986-35,123 7-24-96 Infectious Disease
NURSE II (08868RS) (On-going contingent on funding)
P4; $26,986-35,123 Infectious Disease
PROGRAMMER ANALYST II/III (0120JZ) P6/P7;
$32,857-42,591/$36,050-46,814 8-27-96 Psychiatry
PROJECT MANAGER III  (081001RS) P8; $39,655-
52,015 8-29-96 Infectious Diseases
RESEARCH COORDINATOR (10442RS) P3; $24,617-
31,982 7-15-96 Cancer Center
RESEARCH COORDINATOR (07746RS) P3; $24,617-
31,982 7-15-96 Radiology
RESEARCH COORDINATOR (08919RS) (On-going
contingent upon grant funding) P3; $24,617-31,982 8-
15-96 Pathology & Lab Medicine
RESEARCH COORD. (08987RS) (Hours: 3-11 p.m.)
(End date: 3-31-98) P3; $24,617-31,982 8-27-96 CCEB
RESEARCH COORDINATOR, JR. (07759RS) (Sched-
ule: Hours vary between 6 a.m..-9 p.m., depending upon
study demands & some weekends are required) (End
date: 9/1/97)  P2; $22,351-29,098 7-16-96 Anesthesia
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR. (07718RS) P1; $20,291-
$26,368 7-5-96 Neurology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR.   (06696RS) (End date:
6/30/98) P1; $20,291-26,368 7-29-96 IHGT
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR. (07841RS) (End date:
8/31/96) P1; $20,291-26,368 8-1-96 IHGT
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR.  (08907RS) P1;
$20,291-26,368 8-13-96 Pharmacology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR. (08908RS) P1;$20,291-
26,368 8-13-96 Pharmacology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR. (08934RS) P1;
$20,291-26,368 8-19-96 Genetics
RESEARCH SPEC., JR. (08925RS) (08926RS) (End
date: one year) P1; $20,291-26,368 8-20-96 Med/Cardio.
RESEARCH SPECIALIST, JR.  (08933RS) P1;
$20,291-26,368 8-20-96 Radiology
13
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RESEARCH SPEC., JR. (08936RS) P1; $20,291
26,368 8-20-96 Genetics    
RES. SPEC., JR. (08953RS) P1; $20,291-26,368 8-2
96 Ctr. for Res. on Repro. & Women’s Health
RESEARCH SPECIALIST JR./I (08962RS) P1/P2
$20,291-26,368/$22,351-29,098 8-22-96 IME
RESEARCH SPEC. JR/I  (08995RS) P1/P2; $20,291
26,368/$22,351-29,098 8-27-96 Med/Hematology-O
RESEARCH SPEC. I (07794RS) (On-going contingen
on funding) P2;  $22,351-29,098 7-26-96 Path./Lab M
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I  (07839RS) (End date: 8/
31/98) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-8-96 IHGT
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I (08927RS)(On-going con
tingent upon grant funding) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-19-9
Medicine/Gastroenterology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I (06690RS)(End date: 6
30/98) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-22-96 IHGT
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I  (08932RS) P2;$22,351
29,098 8-22-96 Radiology
RESEARCH SPEC. I (08996RS) (On-going contingen
on funding) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-28-96 Surgery/HD
RESEARCH SPEC. I/II (07856RS) P2/P3; $22,351
29,098/$24,617-31,982 8-6-96 Med. Gastroentero
RESEARCH SPECIALIST II (07795RS) (End date: 8
31/98) P3; $24,617-31,982 7-23-96 IHGT
RESEARCH SPEC. II (07857RS) (On-going contin
gent on funding) P3;$24,617-31,982 8-5-96 Med./Gas
RESEARCH SPECIALIST III (07782RS) P4; $26,986
38,677 7-19-96 Neurology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IV  (08928RS) P6; $32,857
42,591 8-16-96 Physiology
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IV  (08905RS) (On-going
contigent upon funding) P6;$32,857-42,591 8-29-
Center for Experimental Theraputics
VICE DEAN, ADMINISTRATION (07722JZ) Ungraded
7-9-96 Vice Dean for Administration
P-T (PROJECT MANAGER I) (20 HRS) (07814RS
(End date: 6/30/01) P5; $16,952-22,100 7-29-96 CC
P-T (PROJECT MANAGER II) (20 HRS) (07821RS
(End date: 6/30/01) P7; $20,602-26,749 7-29-96 CC
ACCOUNTING CLERK II (40 HRS) (08950JZ) (On-
going contingent on funding) G8; $18,481-23,132 8-21-
96 Psychiatry
ADMIN. ASS’T. III (08899JZ) G11;$23,425-29,723
12-96 Medicine-Pulmonary
ADMIN. ASS’T. III (37.5 HRS) (07721JZ) G11; $21,
961-27,866 7-5-96 Psychiatry
BUILDING SERVICES ASS’T.  (40 HRS) (08931JZ
G8; $18,481-23,132 8-19-96 Arch. & Facilities Mg
PSYCH TECH I (08911RS) G10; $19,261-23,999
14-96 Psychiatry
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II (40HRS) (06708RS
G8; $18,481-23,132 7-2-96 Med/Hematology-Onco
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II (07853RS) G8; $16,171
20,240 8-5-96 CDB
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II  (40 HRS) (08935RS
G8;$18,481-23,132 8-19-96 Genetics
RESEARCH LAB TECH. II  (08994RS) G8; $16,171
20,240 8-28-96 Medicine/Renal-Electrolyte
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (08960RS) G10;$19,26
23,999 8-22-96 Cell & Developmental Biology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (08963RS) G10;$19,26
23,999 8-22-96  Cell & Developmental Biology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (40 HRS) (06709RS
G10; $22,013-25,133 7-3-96 Medicine/Cardiology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (05470RS) G10; $19,261
23,999 7-12-99 Cell & Developmental Biology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (40 HRS) (07801RS
G10;$22,013-27,427 7-24-96 Anesthesia
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (08898RS) G10; $19,261
23,999 8-12-96 Microbiology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (40 HRS) (07813RS
G10;$22,013-27,427 7-29-96 Microbiology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (03221RS) G10; $19,261
23,999 8-1-96 Cell & Dev. Biology
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (07854 RS)G10; $19,26
23,999 8-2-96 CDB
RES LAB TECH III  (08975RS) (On-going contingent o
funding) G10; $19,261-23,999 8-26-96 Path/Lab M
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III  (08986RS) G10;$19,26
23,999 8-28-96 Pathology & Lab Medicine
RES. LAB TECH III  (08993RS) (On-going contingen
on funding) G10; $19,261-23,999 8-28-96 Infect. Di
P-T (ACCOUNTANT, JR.) (20 HRS) (08906JZ
G11;$11.262- 14.290 8-13-96  Continuing Med. E
P-T (ADMIN. ASS’T. II) (25 HRS) (07810JZ) (Work
schedule is from September -May)G10; $10.583-13.18
7-25-96 Administration
14
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P-T (SCIENTIFIC EQUIP. STERIL. ATTENDANT) (20
HRS) (07848RS)G5;  $7.074-8.687 8-5-96 Microbio
P-T (SECURITY OFFICER-SOM) (22HRS) (08965JZ
(Considered essential personnel) (Candidate must p
police background security check) (Hrs: Sat-Sun 9 a
9 p.m.) G8; $8.885-11.121 8-26-96 Arch. & Fac. Mg
P-T (SUPERVISOR/SOM SECURITY UNIT) (22 HRS)
(07802JZ)(Able to work overtime on short notice; m
pass police background security check; position co
ered essential personnel) (Schedule: Sat-Sun 8 p
a.m.) G10; $10.583-13.186 7-25-96 Arch. & Fac. Mg

NURSING

Specialist: Ronald Story
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (40 HRS)(07790RS) G10; $22,013-
27,427 7-22-96 Nursing
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (40 HRS)(07804RS) (On going de
pending on viability of practice) G10; $22,013-27,427 
25-96 CARE Program
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (40 HRS) (07827RS) (End date: 6
30/97) G10; $22,013-27,427 7-30-96 Nursing
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (08984RS) (Ability to work som
Saturdays required) (Both male & female minority c
didates are encouraged to apply.) (End date: 9/30
G10; $19,26-23,999 8-27-96 Nursing
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (40 HRS) (08985RS)G10; $22,013-
27,427 8-27-96 Nursing
ADMIN. ASS’T. III  (40 HRS) (07804RS) (On going
depending on viability of practice) G11; $23,425-29,72
8-13-96 CARE Program
SECRETARY IV (40 HRS) (08910RS) G9;  $20,130-
27,$25,133 8-13-96 Nursing
P-T (ADMIN. ASS’T. I) (20 HRS)(07826RS) G9; $9.678-
12.083 7-30-96 Nursing

PRESIDENT

Specialists: Susan Curran/Janet Zinser
ASS’T. DIRECTOR IV/ASSOC. DIRECTOR V
(12653JZ) Working with Director, coordinate and imp
ment fundraising activities in New England and No
eastern United States; cultivate and solicit alumni
friends for major gifts ($25,000 or more); manage p
pect pipeline; design and administer events; mo
prospect pool in regions; recruit, manage and mot
volunteers. ASSOC. DIR V: Manage his/her own p
pect pool in regions above; work with Director to
priorities and devise cultivation and solicitation str
gies. Qual.:  BA/BS; excellent organizational and int
personal skills; excellent oral and written commun
tion skills; willingness to travel frequently; valid drive
license; familiarity with University and its constitue
helpful. ASST. DIR. IV:  Three or more yrs. progressiv
responsible development exp. ASSOC. DIR. V: Five or
more yrs. development exp., pref. in higher educa
major gifts fundraising. Grade: P5/P7  Range:  $ 29,664-
38,677 $36,050-46,814 9-3-96 Regional Programs
ASS’T. DIRECTOR IV (091053JZ) Plan, organize 
administer cultivation & stewardship events; plan
range & execute general alumni activities; assis
developing major cultivation programs; develop & m
tain program budgets; act as liaison with Univer
offices impacting on alumni special events; create 
newsletters, reunion special events guide, yearbo
directory; oversee copy, design, printing & mailing
program related materials; supervise students/staf
unteers; work closely with trustee, senior administra
& volunteers; act as consultant to other departm
schools & centers on planning & execution of spe
events; prepare detailed time lines & flowcharts. Quali-
fications: BA/BS; five yrs. progressively responsi
experience in special events management, alumn
tions, public relations, marketing &/or similar activiti
excellent oral & written communication skills; dem
strated ability to work effectively with various const
ent groups; project mgmt. skills & adherence to s
deadlines essential; willingness to work some even
& weekends, travel & valid driver’s license req. Grade:
P5; Range: $29,664-38,677 9-6-96 Dev. & Alum. Re
ADMIN. ASS’T. I  (091050JZ) Research, track, ver
correct & process matching gift forms; mail donor fo
to companies; record & maintain all matching gift sta
tics; act as liaison between matching gift coordinat
Central Gift Processing; open, stamp & track che
review, research, edit daily receipts & acknowle
ments; word process non-VIP treasurer’s receipts; 
s
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dinate paper & envelope stock; track account bala
with US Postal Service; prepare correspondence, la
& mailing of pledge reminders; pick up & distribu
mail; in absences of mail clerk, retrieve daily gift repo
respond to standard donor inquiries; order general o
supplies; serve as back-up for others.  Qualifications:
High school grad with post-h.s. training; two yrs. sec
tarial or admin. clerical exp.; proficiency in usin
Microsoft Excel, FileMaker Pro on the Macintosh; ex
with integrated database systems desirable. Grade: G9;
Range: $17,614-21,991 9-6-96 Dev. & Alumni Rels
ASS’T. DIRECTOR INDIVIDUAL GIFTS (06672JZ)
P5; $29,664-38,677 8-23-96 Dev. & Alumni Relatio
ASS’T. VICE PRES., DEVELOPMENT  (07742JZ)
Ungraded 7-12-96 Dev. & Alumni Relations
ASS’T. VICE PRES., INDIVIDUAL GIFTS  (07743JZ)
Ungraded 7-12-96 Dev. & Alumni Relations
ASSOC. DIRECTOR IV (07845JZ) P6;$32,857-42,591
8-1-96 Development & Alumni Relations
BUDGET ANALYST/BUDGET ANALYSIS, SR.
(06700SC) P5/P7 $29,664-38,677/$36,050-46,814 7-
96 Office of Budget & Management Analysis
DIR., NEW YORK CITY REGION (0164JZ) (Position in
NY) P11; $56,135-70,246 1-29-96 Dev. & Alumni Rel
EXEC. ASS’T. I (05508JZ)P6; $32,857-42,591 8-15-96
Development & Alumni Relations
STAFF ASS’T. III (08892SC) P3; $24,617-31,982 8-
96 Office of the Secretary
STAFF ASS’T. IV (07823JZ) P4; $26,986-35,123 7-31
96 Development & Alumni Relations
STAFF WRITER II (04062JZ) (Two writing samples
must accompany application.) P3; $24,617-31,982 7-
25-96 Development & Alumni Relations
STAFF WRITER II (08938JZ) P3; $24,617-31,982 8-
21-96 Development & Alumni Relations
ADMIN. ASS’T. I  (07739JZ) G9; $17,614-21,991 7-12
96 Development & Alumni Relations
ADMIN. ASS’T. I (08939JZ) G9; $17,614-21,991 8-2
96 Development & Alumni Relations

PROVOST
Specialist: Clyde Peterson

ASSOC. DIRECTOR, LIBRARY INFO SYSTEMS
(081020CP) Provide leadership, vision & managem
for information systems department of the Univers
Library; recruit, develop & lead team of professiona
staff in the design & implementation of Penn’s digi
academic library of the future; plan, implement, inst
support & maintain hardware & software; responsi
for operation, maintenance & upgrading of Library co
puter labs & other public workstations; develop & ma
age effective staff; analyze systems; identify new pr
ucts & technologies with potential value to schola
info. services; participate on teams planning & over
University-wide computing & networking systems; a
as liaison with other Penn progs. & other universitie
collaborative projects & programs. Qualifications: BA/
BS required; demonstrated  initiative & leadership p
in an academic setting; effective leadership, teamwo
interpersonal skills; familiarity with current info. syste
development; previous exp. with installation of ma
computer system or large-scale info. tech. applicat
knowledge of library & library info. systems; demo
strated knowledge of: WAN & LAN systems, Z39.5
applications design, SGML & HTML design & applic
tion, UNIX, C++, Java, Javascript, Active X, Deskt
operating systems, incl. Windows & Apple, Orac
Digitizing technologies, tiered client-server system 
sign, Natural language, relevance search engine
relational database; telecommunication tech.; netw
ing tech.; electronic publishing apps. Grade: P11; Range:
$56,135-70,246 9-6-96 University Libraries

Classified
For Sale
3BR, 1.5 Bath Townhouse —  Living room,
dining room, eat-in-kitchen, finished base-
ment, deck, central A/C, appliances, fire-
place, Central Station security system, hard-
wood-floor entrance and kitchen, wall-to-wall
carpet throughout. Features many upgrades.
Located in Brookhaven, Delaware County;
easy access to I-95 and I-476. Leave mes-
sage at (609) 478-0068. Available immedi-
ately.
ALMANAC September 10, 1996
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PROG. ANALYST I (081027CP) Provide support; se
lect, test & implement software; create & enhance lo
cally written LAN-based & desktop-based products 
ing Java, C++, Visual Based & Microsoft Access; e
hance vendor-supplied products using UNIX, Nov
Windows 95 & Windows NT. Qualifications: BA/BS
in computer or info. science or equiv. in training & ex
knowledge of LAN-based & Window-based client/serv
environments; knowledge of multiple programming la
guages, computer operating systems & networking e
ronments; familiarity with Windows, Windows 95
internals & Novell products; CNE training a plus; exp
rience with the Internet; ability to communicate effe
tively. Grade: P4; Range: $26,986-35,123 9-6-96 Uni
versity Libraries
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IV  (081021CP) Manage &
maintain materials characterization equipment; solic
serve internal & external users; plan & implement fut
upgrades of equipment & software; prepare publicati
& equipment grants. Qual.: BA/BS in Engineering or
natural science; 3-5 yrs. related  exp.; advanced de
desirable; demonstrated exp. managing analytical fa
ity; ability to communicate effectively; ability to desig
carry out & interpret scientific experiments. Grade:  P6;
Range:  $32,857-42,591 9-6-96 LRSM
SYS. PROGRAMMER III (03237CP) Participate as 
team member in maintaining UNIX systems providi
services to the PennNet user community; plan & ove
the development & installation of new computer s
tems; help to establish standards & evaluate hardwa
software products for use in networked-computer in
structure; track advancements in new hardware & o
ating systems technology & provide reports on findin
Qualifications: BA/BS in computer science or relate
field or 3-5 yrs. exp. in design & implementation 
systems software & hardware, pref. in an Internet-c
nected environment; expert knowledge of UNIX oper
ing systems (Digital UNIX a big a plus); Perl & shellscr
exp. very desirable; understanding of fundamental
networked-computer security; knowledge of & hand
on expe. with TCP/IP & native networking for DOS
Windows & Macintosh; good writing & group-working
skills. Grade: P8; Range: $39,655-52,015 9-6-96 DCCS
STACK ATTENDANT (091043CP) Responsible fo
physical arrangement & order of materials in collectio
shelve & store materials in accordance with classifi
tion systems; work on book shifting projects; substit
on circulation desk; provide directional information 
assistance to users; serve occasionally as messenge
off campus; pack books & prepare materials for mov
& shipments. Qualifications:  High school grad; college
pref.; previous library exp. pref. Grade/Range: Union
9-6-96 University Libraries
LIMITED SERVICE (SALES CLERK) (081018CP)
(081019CP) Responsible for ticket sales through w
dow, telephone & mail orders; reconcile money take
with ticket audit stubs; prepare statistical reports
mailing lists. Qualifications: High school grad or equiv.t
college degree pref.; demonstrated ability to recon
money taken in with ticket stubs; previous sales exp
ence in similar settings helpful; good telephone man
& ability to work under pressure required; must 
willing to learn a computerized box office system. (Sched-
ule: 12-6 p.m.; evenings & weekends) Grade: G5; Range:
$9,656-11,858 9-6-96 Annenberg Center
ASS’T. COACH II  (07781CP) P4; $26,986-35,123 7-
19-96 DRIA
COORDINATOR III (07751CP) P3; $24,617-31,982 7-
15-96 Academic Computing Services
DIR., UNDERGRAD ADMISSION OPERATIONS
(06588CP) P9; $43,569-57,217 8-22-96 Undergrad A
EXEC. DIRECTOR, ISC OPERATIONS (06715CP)
P12; $65,611-80,031 7-3-96  Vice Provost  ISC
LIBRARIAN V (08871CP) P8; $39,655-52,015 8-7-96
University Libraries
RECREATION ASS’T.  (07793CP) (Work schedule re-
quires willingness to work evenings & weekends) P3;
$24,617-31,982 7-23-96 DRIA
ADMIN. ASS’T. II  (08956CP) G10;$19,261-23,99 8-2
96 DRIA
OFFICE ADMIN. ASS’T. I (08947CP) G9;$17,614-
21,991 8-21-96 Museum
NETWORK OPERATOR (08940CP) (Work schedule:
2nd shift,3-11 p.m.; occasional overtime may be ne
sary) G11; $20,497-26,008 8-22-96 ISC
P-T (WEEKEND SUPERVISOR) (20 HRS) (07747CP)
G11; $11.262-14.290 7-17-96 Biomedical Library
ALMANAC  September 10, 1996
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VETERINARY SCHOOL
Specialist: Ronald Story

RESEARCH SPECIALIST JR  (081015RS) Perform
procedures in cellular immunology including tissue
ture assays to measure T cell cytokines; handle 
conduct experiments with established protocols; pa
pate in development of new protocols; order supp
prepare reagents; record & analyze experimental re
attend group meetings. Qualifications:  BA/BS in scien
tific or related field or equivalent training; exposur
sterile tissue culture techniques. Grade:  P1; Range:
$20,291-26,268 9-4-96 Pathobiology
OFFICE ADMIN. ASS’T. III (07766RS) Perform a
ministrative clerical duties in support of the departm
business office; prepare records, maintain & mo
financial forms, budget actions, personnel & pa
actions; compile & summarize data for reports; typ
proofread budget for proposals; maintain compute
office systems. Qualifications: High school diploma &
related business clerical training or equiv.; 2-3 
related exp.; familiarity with University administrat
& financial procedures desirable; knowledge of mi
computer (Lotus 1-2-3) & WordPerfect essential. Grade:
G11; Range: $20,497-26,008 9-6-96 Pathobiology
TECH., VET ANESTHIA TRAINEE/I  (40 HRS)
(081016SC) Trainee:  under direct supervision, lea
veterinary anesthesia, pharmacology, animal phy
ogy & restraint; anesthetize various specimens o
mals using various methods; responsible for suppo
life functions of patients under stress; manage che
restraint, pain relief & recovery; maintain equipme
supplies. Tech I:  under general supervision, anesthe
animals; run schedule with evening & emergency 
assist with instruction of jr. & sr. Vet students & A
students; perform cardiac & respiratory resuscita
Qual.: Trainee:  completion of accredited Animal Hea
Tech. prog. or equiv. exp. Tech I:  completion of accred
ited Animal Health Tech prog. or equiv. exp.; one 
exp. as Vet Anesthia Trainee, 1-2 years medical
animal exp. (Hrs.: 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.) Grade:  G8/G11
Range:  $18,481-23,132/$23,425-29,723 9-4-96 VH
TECH., VET IMAGING I/II (40 HRS) (081014RS
(081017RS) Perform routine & special diagnostic im
ing procedures on animals; operate diagnostic im
equipment; follow radiation safety standards & ru
teach students & technicians; perform routine radio
clerical duties. Qualifications:  Tech I:  completion o
high school & accredited/eligible for certification
animal health technician or radiological tech prog
Tech II:  2 years of animal or medical facility exp.; 1 y
professional level experience in imaging cht/rt. (As-
signed to emergency call evenings, weekends, &
days; may be assigned to weekends) Grade:  G8/G10
Range:  $18,481-23,132/$22,013-27,427 9-4-96 VH
FARM MANAGER (04332RS) (Position in Kenne
Square, PA; no public transportation available) (On-site
housing is available) P4; $26,986-35,123 4-19-96 NB
RESEARCH LAB TECH. III (40 HRS) (07767RS) G1
$22,013-27,427 7-19-96 Clinical Studies
TECH, VET I (40 HRS) (08972RS) (May include rotat
ing shifts, weekends, holidays, plus over-time & on
(Position in Kennett Square; no public transportat
G8; $18,481-23,132 8-28-96 Large Animal Hosp.-N
TECH, VET I/II (40HRS)(08883RS) G8/G10; $18,481
23,132/$22,013-27,427 8-9-96 VHUP-Oncology
TECH, VET IMAG. I/II (40 HRS) (08884RS) (May incl.
eves., weekends, holidays & emergency on-call) G8/
G10; $18,481-23,132/$22,013-27,427 8-8-96 VHU
TECH, VET O.R. I/II (40 HRS) (08881RS) (May include
eves., wknds., holidays & emergency on-call) G8/G10
$18,481-23,132/$22,013-27,427 8-8-96 VHUP-Sur
TECH, VET O.R. I/II (40 HRS) (08880RS) (May include
eves., wknds., holidays & emergency on-call) G8/G10
$18,481-23,132/$22,013-27,427 8-9-96 VHUP-Sur
P-T (TECH, VET I/II) (26 HRS) (08882RS) (Wed.-
Thurs., 8 a.m.-8 p.m. & Fri., 12-6 p.m.) G8/G10; $8.885
11.121/$10.583-13.186 8-9-96 VHUP-Emergency

VICE PROVOST/UNIVERSITY LIFE

Specialist:  Clyde Peterson
COORD. II (08923CP) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-19-96 OS
DIRECTOR, GREENFIELD INTERCULTURAL CEN-
TER (06707CP) P7; $36,050-46,814 7-3-96 Greenfi
Intercultural Center
INFO MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST II (08922CP) P6;
$32,857-42,591 8-19-96 OSIS
PLACEMENT COUNSELOR, SR. (07864CP) P5;
$29,664-38,677 8-6-96 CPPS
PROGRAMMER ANALYST II  (08921CP) P6; $32,
857-42,591 8-16-96 OSIS
STAFF ASS’T. V (05424CP) P5; $29,664-38,677 7-24-
96 VPUL
P-T PROFESSIONAL (STAFF PSYCHIATRIST) (15
HRS) (08999CP) (End date: 6/30/97) Blank 8-29-96
Counseling & Psychiatric Services
ADMIN. ASS’T. III  (07805CP) G11;$20,497-26,008 7
25-96 International Programs
ADMIN. ASS’T. III (08917CP) G11; $20,497-26,008 8-
16-96 International Programs
CLERK IV (08915CP) G7; $14,935-18,592 8-16-96 CPPS
SEC’Y, SR. (08914CP) G11; $20,497-26,008 8-16-96 VPU
OFFICE SYSTEMS COORDINATOR (08983CP) G11;
$20,497-26,008 8-27-96 OSIS
REGISTRATION ASS’T. (081000CP) G9; $17,614-
21,991 8-28-96 OSIS

WHARTON SCHOOL
Specialist: Janet Zinser

STAFF RESEARCHER I (081035JZ) Identify new pros-
pects; conduct research; compile & synthesize inform
tion; write research profiles; pro-actively prospects fo
new funding sources; maintain donor prospects file
route clipping & articles of interest; file. Qualifications:
BA/BS or two yrs related exp.; knowledge of resource
& procedures to conduct research; excellent commu
cations & organizational skills; ability to synthesize da
from various sources; computer literate, Word, Excel 
Access.Grade:  P2; Range: $22,351-29,098 9-6-96
External Affairs
STAFF WRITER II (081034JZ) Write proposals &
grants; generate proposals including prospect identific
tion, research, text & budget for school funding oppor-
tunities; develop template for gift & pledge agreement
work closely with administrators & faculty; assist stew
ardship coordinator with related activities. Qualifica-
tions: BA/BS; two yrs. minimum proposal/grant writing
experience; research skill, including on-line source
computer literate: Word, Excel, Access, Project; exce
lent oral & written communication skills. Grade: P3;
Range:  $24,617-31,982 9-6-96 External Affairs
ASS’T. DIRECTOR IV/ASSOC. DIRECTOR V
(08942JZ) P5/P7; $29,664-38,677/$36,050-46,814 8
22-96 MBA Admissions
ASSOC. DIRECTOR V (08978JZ) P7;$36,050-46,814
8-26-96 External Affairs
BUDGET ANALYST  (08886JZ) P5; $29,664-38,677 8-
8-96 Finance & Administration
COORDINATOR II (08980JZ) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-
27-96 External Affairs
COORDINATOR II (08981JZ) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-
27-96 Executive Education
COORDINATOR II (081005JZ) P2; $22,351-29,098 8-
29-96 Aresty Institute
GRAPHICS DESIGNER/TECH SPECIALIST
(07727JZ) P6; $32,857-42, 591 7-12-96 External Affai
MANAGING DIRECTOR WHARTON FINANCIAL
INSTITUTE CENTER (08955JZ) P11;  $56,135-70,246
8-22-96 Financial Institute Center
PLACEMENT COUNSELOR II/ASS’T. DIR. IV
(08941JZ) P4/P5; $26,986-35,123/$29,664-38,677 8-2
96 Career Development & Placement
PROGRAMMER ANALYST II/IV (07842JZ) P6/P8;
$32,857-42,591/$39,655-52,015 8-5-96 WCIT
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER I/II (08954JZ) P6/
P7;$32,857-42,591/$36,050-46,814 8-23-96 WCIT
TECHNICAL WRITER (09417JZ) (Final candidates
may be asked to submit a writing sample) P6; $32,857-
42,591 7-18-96 External Affairs
ADMIN. ASS’T. II (40 HRS)(08982JZ) G10;$22,013-
27,427  8-27-96 External Affairs
ADMIN. ASS’T. III  (07762JZ) G11;  $20,497-26,008 7
16-96 Management
OFFICE ADMIN. ASS’T. II (08943JZ)G10; $19,261-
23,999 8-21-96 Aresty Institute
SUPERVISOR II (08873JZ) (Position requires peri-
odic overtime on evenings, Saturdays, Sundays, Univ
sity holidays; production cycle of department require
that no vacation be taken during Dec., Jan., Aug. & Sep
availability for overtime is a requirement) G11; $20,497-
26,008 8-8-96 WCIT
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Hands-On Courses for DOS/Windows Users
• What you really need to know about DOS:  Covers basic system parts, terms, and commands

needed to get started using DOS. Includes hands-on practice session. Fulfills DOS prerequisi
September 17 or October 2, 12-1:30 p.m.

• Introduction to Windows 3.1:  Prerequisite: DOS Seminar or Tutorial. Covers basic
Windows concepts including: using program manager, working with menus and dialog boxes
manipulating windows and using the task list. Fulfills Windows prerequisite. September 19 or October
3, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; or October 24, 1:30-4:30 p.m.

• Introduction to Word 6.0 for Windows:  Prerequisite: Windows Course or Tutorial Covers
the basic elements of word processing using Word for Windows. Includes creating, saving, retrieving
editing, and printing files. October 8, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

• Introduction to WordPerfect for Windows:  Prerequisite: Windows Course or Tutorial.
Covers the basic elements of word processing using WordPerfect for Windows. Includes creatin
saving, retrieving, editing, and printing files. September 26 at 1:30-4:30 p.m. or October 29, 9:30 a.m.-
12:30 p.m.

• Introduction to Excel For Windows:  Prerequisite: Windows Course or Tutorial. Covers the
basic elements of creating and using Excel spreadsheets. Topics include entering data, formatti
ranges, using Excel functions, writing formulas, and printing spreadsheets. This course is given on
upon departmental request. October 14, 1:30-4:30 p.m.

• Introduction to HTML:  Prerequisites: Netscape, Fetch or Winsock FTP, Word processing or
Text Editor, PennNet ID and Password. A course for Penn staff covering basic HTML formatting
creating links, and moving files to and from a World Wide Web server. Working knowledge of
software prerequisites is necessary. PennNet ID and Password used in class should be obtained a
Computing Resource Center. October 22, 1:30-4:30 p.m.

Hands-On Courses for Macintosh Users
• Introduction to Word for MAC:  Prerequisite: Familiarity with the Macintosh. Covers basic

elements of word processing using Word on the MAC. Includes hands-on experience in creating
saving, retrieving, editing, and printing files. October 11, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

• Introduction to Excel for MAC:  Prerequisite: Familiarity with the Macintosh. Covers basic
functions of an electronic spreadsheet. Includes entering, editing, and formatting data and formula
using pre-defined statistical functions and lookup tables; using Boolean logic within formulas and
linking worksheets. October 16, 1:30-4:30 p.m.

• Introduction to HTML:  Prerequisites: Netscape, Fetch or Winsock FTP, Word processing or
Text Editor, PennNet ID and Password. A course for Penn staff covering basic HTML formatting
creating links, and moving files to and from a World Wide Web server. Working knowledge of
software prerequisites is necessary. PennNet ID and Password used in class should be obtained a
CRC. September 24, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Bits & Pieces Seminars
• Accessing The Internet via Penn Net:  Brief overview of PennNet services and a demonstra-

tion of how to access popular Internet resources via PennNet. September 20 or October 16, 12-1 p.m.
• Introduction to Netscape:  Introduction to Internet browsers using Netscape. Covers config-

uring Netscape to launch Penn’s home page, setting preferences, creating bookmarks, and naviga
to popular Internet sites. September 24, October 11, or October 22, 1-2 p.m.

• Introduction to Fetch:  Introduction to file transfer over the Internet using Fetch. Covers
starting Fetch, connecting to a host, short cuts, and viewing and downloading files. October 8, 1-2 p.m.

• Introduction to WS_FTP:  Introduction to Internet file transfer using WS_FTP. Covers
starting WS_FTP, connecting to a host, short cuts, viewing and downloading files. September 30 or
October 25, 1-2 p.m.

Computer Training Classes
at the Computing Resource Center

The Office of Information Systems and Computing, Technology Learning Services, offers
computer courses to Penn faculty, staff and students with a valid PENNcard. All classes an
seminars are held at the Computing Resource Center, 38th & Locust Walk (across from the Pe
Bookstore).

Registration is required for all hands-on courses and some Bits & Pieces seminars.  Individua
must register themselves (no registration by third party). For registration and information by phone
573-3102; by email: tls@isc.upenn.edu, or on the web: http://www.upenn.edu/TLS. Registration is
open for September classes. Registration for October classes begins on September 23. All
prerequisites must be satisfied before registering for any course.

Prerequisites:
DOS: Working knowledge of elementary DOS commands is required for all training courses on

application software for IBM PCs and  compatibles.  You can fulfill this prerequisite by completing one
of our DOS tutorials or completing the “What You Really Need to Know about DOS” class.

Windows: Working knowledge of using the mouse, pull-down menus, file and folder structure is
required.  A knowledge of elementary DOS commands is also required for Windows courses in order 
learn the important concepts of these programs at the pace at which they are presented.  In order to fu
this prerequisite, complete one of the Windows tutorials or the “Introduction to Windows” course.

Macintosh: Working knowledge of using the mouse, pull-down menus, file and folder structure is
required.  The minimum acceptable experience level is completion of the Macintosh Basics tutoria
which comes with most Macintosh systems and is also available at the CRC.

Cancellation: Required  48 hours in advance; failure to do so will prohibit registration  for other
ISC-TLS courses that semester.

September and October Course Schedule
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PHILOSOPHY KEY
Domestic:
D Diversified Common Stock Fund
DI Diversified Common Stock Fund With Some

what Higher Income
SC Speciality Fund With Small Company

Common Stock Orientation
B Balanced Fund
FIS Fixed Income Fund (Short-Term Maturity)
FII Fixed Income Fund (Intermediate-Term

Maturity)
FIL Fixed Income Fund (Long-Term Maturity)
FISG Fixed Income Fund (Short-Term Maturity —

Government Obligations)
FIIG Fixed Income Fund (Intermediate-Term

Maturity —Government Obligations)
FILG Fixed Income Fund (Long-Term Maturity —

Government Obligations)
FIM Fixed Income Fund (Mortgage-Related

Securities)
FIJ Fixed Income Fund (Low-Rated Bonds)
MM Money Market Fund
AA 30:40:30  Asset Allocation 30%

Stocks:40% Bonds:30% Cash Benchmark
Fund

AA 60:35:5Asset Allocation 60% Stocks:35%
Bonds: 5% Cash Benchmark Fund

International:
ICS International Common Stock Fund
EM Emerging Markets Fund

Global:
GCS Global Common Stock Fund

Source: Lipper Analytical Services and
fund families.
* Total Return: Dividend or interest plus capital ap-
preciation or depreciation.
(1) CREF Equity Index Account was introduced on
April 29, 1994.
(2) CREF Growth Account was introduced on April
29, 1994.

Vanguard Notes:
(1)  Vanguard Intermediate-Term, Long -Term, and
Short-Term Bond Portfolios were introduced on March
1, 1994.
(2)  Vanguard Intermediate-Term Corporate Portfolio
was introduced on November 1, 1993.
(3)  Vanguard Horizon Funds were introduced on
August 14, 1995.
(4)  Vanguard International Equity Index Fund Emerg-
ing Markets Portfolio was introduced on May 4, 1994

Relative Investment Performance on
Tax-Deferred Annuities

The Benefits Office regularly receives in-
quiries on the relative performance of investment
funds offered under the University’s tax deferred
annuity program.  Below is a table which shows
the performance of the various funds for the
period ending June 30, 1996.  The first column
shows an abbreviation for the investment phi-
losophy of the fund. (Abbreviations are described
below.)  The second column shows the overall
asset size of the fund in millions of dollars.
Columns three through seven show the perfor-
mance of the funds over various time horizons.
Columns eight and nine show the best and worst
year for the last five years.

The Benefits Office will periodically publish
this information in Almanac to assist faculty and
staff in monitoring the performance of their tax
deferred annuity investments.  Any faculty or
staff member who would like additional infor-
mation on these benefit programs may call the
Benefits Office at 898-7281.

—Albert Johnson
Acting Manager of Benefits
ALMANAC September 10, 1996

http://www.upenn.edu/TLS


1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year For the last
Size Latest Averg. Averg. Averg. Averg. Five Years

Social Responsibility Funds Philosophy $mm Quarter Annual Annual Annual Annual Best Worst
Calvert Funds:
 Social Investment Bond Portfolio FII 62 0.3 4.2  4.3 7.8  NA 17.4 -5.3
 Social Investment Equity Portfolio D  97 4.1 19.0 8.4 7.1  NA 24.1 -12.1
 Social Investment Managed Growth B 579 0.3 10.6 8.4 8.8 8.0 25.9  -4.7
 Social Investment Money Market MM 169 1.2 5.0 4.2 3.9 5.5 5.2 2.5
CREF Funds
CREF Bond Market Account FII 883 0.4 4.5 4.7 8.3 NA 17.8 -4.4
CREF Equity Index Account (1) D 688 4.0 25.4 NA NA NA NA NA
CREF Global Equities Account GCS 3,709 4.6 18.3 15.5 NA NA NA NA
CREF Growth Account (2) D 1,770 5.3 26.3 NA NA NA NA NA
CREF Money Market Account MM 3,184 1.3 5.5 4.7 4.5 NA 5.9 3.0
CREF Social Choice Account D 1,350 2.7 16.9 11.6 13.3 NA 29.5 -1.4
CREF Stock Account D 75,267 3.6 23.4 15.3 14.6 12.8 30.9 -0.1
Vanguard Funds:
Asset Allocation Fund AA60:35:5 2,174 2.6 19.7 13.7 14.4 NA 35.4  -2.3
Balanced Index Fund B 668 2.7 17.0 11.7 NA NA NA NA
Bond Index Fund:
  Intermediate-Term Bond Portfolio (1) FII 463 0.1 4.3 NA NA NA NA NA
  Short Term Bond Portfolio (1) FIS 280 0.9 5.3 NA NA NA NA NA
  Long Term Bond Portfolio (1) FIL 35 -0.1 3.6 NA NA NA NA NA
  Total Bond Mkt Portfolio FII 3,316 0.6 5.0 5.2 8.1 NA 18.2 -3.4
Convertible Securities Fund      DI  160  3.5 13.8 8.5 13.1 NA 21.5 -5.7
Equity Income Fund    DI 1,256 3.5 25.9 14.4 14.9 NA 37.3  -2.2
Explorer Fund SC 2,134 5.7 26.2 17.7 18.0 10.9 27.7 0.5
Fixed Income Securities Fund:
  GNMA Portfolio FIM 6,998 0.7 5.8 5.5 7.9 8.8 17.0 -1.2
  High-Yield Corporate Portfolio FIJ 3,098 0.4 8.2 7.8 12.2 9.2 20.7 -1.7
  Intermediate-Term Corporate (2) FII 463 -0.2 4.4 NA NA NA NA NA
  Intermediate-Term U.S. Treasury FIIG 1,210 -0.1 3.8 4.6 NA NA NA NA
  Long Term Corporate Portfolio FIL 3,298 0.0 4.3 5.8 10.4 9.6 26.4 -7.1
  Long-Term U.S. Treasury Portfolio FILG 888 -0.2 3.0 5.4 10.1 NA 30.1 -10.1
  Short-Term Corporate Portfolio FIS 3,966 0.9  5.7 5.2 7.1 7.7 12.7 -0.1
  Short-Term Federal Portfolio FISG  1,328  0.8 5.4 4.7 6.6 NA 12.3 -0.9
  Short-Term U.S. Treasury Portfolio FISG 931 0.7 5.0 4.6 NA NA NA NA
Horizon Fund: (3)
  Aggressive Growth Portfolio D 115 4.9 NA NA NA NA NA NA
  Capital Opportunity Portfolio D 112 7.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA
  Global Asset Allocation Portfolio AA.60:30:10 69 2.1 NA NA NA NA NA NA
  Global Equity Portfolio GCS 64 3.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA
Index Trust:
  500 Portfolio DI  23,622  4.5 25.9 17.1 15.6 13.5 37.5 1.2
  Extended Market Portfolio D 1,958  4.0 26.2 16.4 17.2 NA 33.8 -1.8
  Growth Portfolio D 510 6.9 27.1 18.2 NA NA NA NA
  Small Cap Stock Portfolio SC 1,450   5.6 25.2 16.7 18.0 9.6 31.6 -0.5
  Total Stock Market Portfolio D 2,174  4.3 25.3 16.3 NA NA NA NA
  Value Portfolio D 762  2.1 24.8 15.9 NA NA NA NA
International Equity Index Fund:
  Emerging Markets Portfolio (4) EM 507 4.2 15.4 NA NA NA NA NA
  European Portfolio ICS 1,278 3.2 14.8 16.6  14.0 NA 29.1 -3.3
  Pacific Portfolio ICS 1,021 1.1 12.6 5.8 7.2       NA 45.6 -18.2
Internt’l Growth Portfolio ICS 4,910 3.9 17.9 16.6 12.3 11.2 44.8 -5.7
Vanguard Funds
Money Market Reserves:
  Federal Portfolio MM 2,807   1.3 5.4  4.6  4.4  5.9   5.8 3.0
  Prime Portfolio      MM 20,834   1.3 5.5  4.7  4.4  6.0   5.8   3.0
  U.S. Treasury Portfolio      MM 2,736   1.2 5.2  4.4  4.2  5.7   5.5   2.8
Morgan Growth Fund       D 1,816 5.7 26.2 16.3 14.7 12.8 36.0  -2.7
PRIMECAP Fund       D 3,819 5.0 17.5 21.5 18.7 14.5 39.0   4.5
Quantitative Portfolios       D 1,131   3.5 24.7 16.0 15.7 NA 35.9  -0.6
STAR Fund       B 5,329 2.5 18.1 12.5 13.1 11.3 28.6  -0.2
Trustees’ Equity Fund:
  International Portfolio     ICS 943   1.8 12.0 10.5  9.7 11.7 30.5  -8.7
  U.S. Portfolio      DI 144   3.3 22.7 13.4 14.6 11.7 33.2  -3.9
U.S. Growth Portfolio      DI 4,497   7.1 31.3 19.6 15.6 12.8 38.4  -1.4
Wellesley Income Fund      B 6,909   1.0 10.6  8.6 11.8 10.6 28.9  -4.9
Wellington Fund B 14,113   1.5 18.3 13.3 13.6 11.6 32.9  -0.5
Windsor Fund      DI 14,662   1.5 16.1 14.8 16.0 12.4 30.1  -0.2
Windsor II      DI 13,181 3.0 28.6 16.8 16.4 13.2 38.8  -1.2
Sector Funds:
  Energy      S 609   7.0 27.9 11.1 13.2 14.8 37.1  -4.5
  Gold & Precious Metals      S 583  -7.2 9.6  4.3  8.1 10.7 93.3 -19.4
  Health Care      S 2,195 2.4 38.1 26.7 19.3 18.4 45.2  -2.3
  Utilities Income      S 695   3.9 19.7 8.5 NA NA   NA   NA
Indexes to Compare Performance Against
S&P  500   4.5  26.0 17.2 15.7 13.8 37.6   1.3
Lipper Capital Appreciation Funds Average   5.0  24.4 14.8 15.4 11.3 30.2  -3.6
Lipper Growth Funds Average   4.4  22.3 14.7 14.4 11.3 30.5  -2.2
Lipper Growth & Income Funds Average   3.4  22.3 14.3 14.0 11.4 30.6 -1.0
Salomon Bros. High-Grade Index   0.2   4.4  5.8 10.0  9.6 27.2  -7.6
Lehman Brothers Gov’t/Corporate Bond Index 0.5   4.7  5.2  8.5  8.4 19.2  -4.1
Morgan Stanley Capital International-EAFE Index 1.6  13.3 10.4 10.0 10.2 32.6 -12.2
Morgan Stanley Capital International-EMF Index 4.2   8.5 14.2 17.4  N/A 74.8 -17.7
91-Day Treasury Bills   1.3   5.4  4.8  4.4  5.8 5.8   3.1

403(b) Performance Update Periods Ending June 30, 1996 Total Returns*
17ALMANAC  September 10, 1996
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Penn/Leuven Faculty Exchange: October 14 Deadline
Applications are invited from all Penn faculty interested in participating in Penn’s

exchange with Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (K.U.Leuven) in Belgium. Round-trip economy
airfare and a modest per diem are provided for teaching and research visits of at least one month
and not more than one semester. Knowledge of Dutch is not required. A faculty host at
K.U.Leuven must be identified.

The application deadline for spring 1997 short-term and fall 1997 semester-long faculty
exchanges is Monday, October 14, 1996. Inquiries concerning later visits are welcome.

For an application form and further information, contact
Dr. Joyce M. Randolph, director,
Office of International Programs,
133 Bennett Hall/6275
Phone: Ext. 8-4665
e-mail: randolph@pobox.upenn.edu.

Lady Davis Fellowships in Israel:  November 30 Deadline
Awards for study, research or teaching on graduate, post-doctoral or professorial levels at

the Hebrew University of Jerusalem or the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, are
available for the 1997-98 academic year.

Lady Davis Fellows are selected on the basis of demonstrated excellence in their studies and
promise of distinction in their chosen fields of specialization, as well as on qualities of mind,
intellect and character.

Graduate Fellowships—only students, who are enrolled in a Ph.D. program overseas, are
eligible to apply for the Fellowship at the Hebrew University. Applicants to the Technion must
have completed their studies with excellent marks.

Post-Doctoral Fellowships—candidates may apply not later than 3 years after completion
of their Ph.D. dissertation. The grant is intended to defray the cost of the Fellows’ travel, tuition
(where applicable) and to meet reasonable living expenses.

Visiting Professorships—are intended for candidates with the rank of Full or Associate
Professor at their own institutions. They are tenable for one or two semesters. The grant
includes a professorial salary and travel.

All Fellows are subject to acceptance and approval by the respective institutions.
Applications forms can be obtained from:

Lady Davis Fellowship Trust
Hebrew University, Givat Ram Campus
Jerusalem 91904 ISRAEL

Completed applications for all levels of the Fellowship must reach the office of the Trust
not later than November 30, 1996.

Fulbright Visiting Scholar Programs;  U.S. Special Programs
November 1 Deadline

Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence Program—U.S. colleges and universities are invited to
submit proposals for a Fulbright grant to host a visiting lecturer in the arts, humanities, social
sciences, and related fields from abroad for one or both terms of the 1997-98 academic year.

The European Union Scholar-in-Residence Program—U.S. institutions are invited to
submit proposals to host a European Union (EU) official or an academic from an EU member
country who specializes in EU affairs as a resident fellow for one or both terms of the 1997-
98 academic year.

For nformation and applications for these two programs, please write or call Anita Caplan
at the USIA Fulbright Senior Scholar Program, Council for International Exchange of
Scholars.

Address: 3007 Tilden Street, NW, Suite 5M, Washington, DC 20008-3009
Phone:  202/686-6283
Internet: la4@ciesnet.cies.org

Fulbright German Studies Seminar—Faculty in German studies, communication, history,
sociology and political science are invited to participate in a three-week seminar on German
society today in Bonn, Leipzig, Munich, and Berlin during June and July 1997. Application
materials may be obtained from the USIA Fulbright Senior Scholar Program, Council for
International Exchange of Scholars.

Address:  3007 Tilden Street, NW, Suite 5M, Box F-GERS Washington, DC 20008-3009
Phone: 202/686-6244   Internet: we7@ciesnet.cies.org

January 1 Deadline

NATO Advanced Research Fellowships and Institutional Grants for research on political,
security, and economic issues directly affecting the health of the NATO alliance. Special
Fulbright application materials may be obtained by contacting:

USIA Fulbright Senior Scholar Program
Council for International Exchange of
Scholars, 3007 Tilden Street, NW, Suite 5M, Box F-NATO, Washington, DC 20008-3009
Phone: 202/686-6244
Internet: we7@ciesnet.cies.org

OF RECORD

University Policy
on Secular and Religious

Holidays
(Effective July 1, 1996)

1. No secular or religious holidays are for-
mally recognized by the University’s academic
calendar. However, in setting the academic
calendar for each year, the University does try
to avoid obvious conflicts with any holidays
that involve most University students, faculty,
and staff, such as July 4, Thanksgiving, Labor
Day, Christmas and New Year’s.

2. Other holidays affecting large numbers
of University community members include
Martin Luther King Day, Rosh Hashanah, Yom
Kippur, the first two days of Passover, and
Good Friday.  In consideration of their signifi-
cance for many students, no examinations may
be given and no assigned work may be required
on these days.  Students who observe these
holidays will be given an opportunity to make
up missed work in both laboratories and lecture
courses.  If an examination is given on the first
class day after one of these holidays, it must not
cover material introduced in class on that holi-
day.

Faculty should realize that Jewish holidays
begin at sundown on the evening before the
published date of the holiday.  Late afternoon
exams should be avoided on these days.  Also,
no examinations may be held on Saturday or
Sunday in the undergraduate schools unless
they are also available on other days.  Nor
should seminars or other regular classes be
scheduled on Saturdays or Sundays unless they
are also available at other times.

3. The University recognizes that there are
other holidays, both religious and secular, which
are of importance to some individuals and
groups on campus. Such occasions include, but
are not limited to, Memorial Day, Sukkot, the
last two days of Passover, Shavuot, Shemini
Atzerat, and Simchat Torah, as well as the
Muslim New Year, Ra’s al-sana, and the Is-
lamic holidays Eid Al-Fitr and Eid Al-Adha.
Students who wish to observe such holidays
must inform their instructors within the first
two weeks of each semester of their intent to
observe the holiday even when the exact date of
the holiday will not be known until later so that
alternative arrangements convenient to both
students and faculty can be made at the earliest
opportunity.  Students who make such arrange-
ments will not be required to attend classes or
take examinations on the designated days, and
faculty must provide reasonable opportunities
for such students to make up missed work and
examinations.  For this reason it is desirable
that faculty inform students of all examination
dates at the start of each semester.  Exceptions
to the requirement of a make-up examination
must be approved in advance by the under-
graduate dean of the school in which the course
is offered.

— Stanley Chodorow, Provost
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E

A-3 ASSEMBLY

August’s A-3 of the Month:

       Helen DiCaprio of Bioethics
     Helen DiCaprio, a secretary in the Center
for Bioethics, has been selected as the Em-
ployee of the Month for August in the the
A-3 Assembly’s Recognition Program.

Ms. DiCaprio, who provides admin-
istrative support and secretarial services for
the directors and faculty members of a ma-
jor grant-funded project, was nominated by
Dr. Donald Light,  Senior Visiting Scholar.
He cited her unusual diplomatic, interper-
sonal skills, and described her as “highly
productive, multi-skilled, warm, helpful,
and tactful.”

Helen DiCaprio Ms. DiCaprio holds a
BA in education  cum laude from Penn, and
an AS in landscape design magna cum laude
from Temple. She joined the Center for Bio-
ethics in May 1995, after having served as a
graduate assistant at Cabrini College’s Divi-
sion of Graduate Education, where she
worked with the graduate admissions and
reading specialist coordinators.

She is continuing her work at Cabrini
toward a master’s degree in education,
which she expects to complete in 1997.

Update
SEPTEMBER AT PENN

FITNESS/LEARNING
12 Stop Smoking Workshop; 7-9 p.m.; Bishop
White Room, Houston Hall (Latter Day Saints
Students Association).
~     Computer Training Courses at the Comput-
ing Resource Center (various dates beginning
September 17; see schedule, page 16).

Deadlines
The deadline for the October at Penn calen-

dar is Tuesday, September 10. The deadline for
the Update is each Monday for the following
week’s issue.

For August: Helen DiCaprio

Penn Calendar and Planner
The Penn Student Agencies’ Penn Calendar

for 1996-97 is off the press and available for
pickup at PSA’s headquarters in the lower level
of Houston Hall. The new edition has a then-
and-now theme linking historic black-and-white
photographs with full-color pictures of the Uni-
versity today. Major University dates for the
coming year are already entered. It costs $9.95.

Also on sale is the 1996-97 Penn Planner,
which highlights a different attraction in the city
each week. It is $8.95, and can also be picked up
at the PSA office in Houston Hall.

The new ProCard and University budget codes
are accepted at PSA. For more information: 898-
6815.

The University of Pennsylvania Police Department
Community Crime Report

About the Crime Report:  Below are all Crimes Against Persons and Crimes Against
Society from the campus report for August 19 through September 1.  Also reported were
Crimes Against Property,  including 83 thefts (including 14  burglaries, 7 thefts of auto,
28 thefts from autos,16 of bikes and parts); 7 of criminal mischief and vandalism, and 2
of trespassing and loitering. Full crime reports are in this issue of Almanac on the Web
(http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v43/n3/crimes.html).—Ed.

This summary is prepared by the Division of Public Safety and includes all criminal
incidents reported and made known to the University Police Department between the
dates of August 19 and September 1, 1996. The University Police actively patrol from
Market Street to Baltimore Avenue and from the Schuylkill River to 43rd Street in
conjunction with the Philadelphia Police. In this effort to provide you with a thorough and
accurate report on public safety concerns, we hope that your increased awareness will
lessen the opportunity for crime. For any concerns or suggestions regarding this report,
please call the Division of Public Safety at 898-4482.

Crimes Against Persons

38th to 41st/Market to Baltimore: Robberies (& attempts)—6,
Threats & harassment—2

08/19/96 2 52 PM 101 S. 39th Unwanted phone calls received
08/21/96 4 16 PM 216 S. 40th St. Robbery of undetermined amount of cash
08/22/96 12 38 AM 4000 Blk. Spruce Robbery by 2 suspects/1 arrest
08/23/96 11 39 PM 40th & Pine Robbery of cash w/simulated weapon
08/26/96 1 34 AM 3927 Walnut St. Phone threat to employee
08/26/96 3 10 AM 40th & Sansom Robbery by 2 males who fled in vehicle
08/26/96 11 17 PM 4007 Pine St.. Robbery by 2 males in vehicle
08/31/96 9 27 PM 200 Blk. 40th Attempted robbery/arrest

41st to 43rd/Market to Baltimore: Robberies (& attempts)—1,
Threats & harassment—1

08/30/96 3 40 AM 301 S. 43rd St. Obscene phone calls received
09/01/96 10 32 PM 42nd & Spruce Robbery by 2 males

Crimes Against Society

41st to 43rd/Market to Baltimore: Disorderly conduct—1
08/21/96 2 40 AM 4201 Walnut Male cited for disorderly conduct

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v43/n03/crimes.html
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac
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Schmoozing: Interaction Beyond the Bounds
of Academic Disciplines    by Arnost Kleinzeller and Zoltan Domotor
In articulating the guiding principles for research at Penn, the R
administration has not only revived the earlier theme of research e
lence but also it asks faculty members to look beyond the interests o
departments, to uphold the wider interests of Schools and of l
knowledge as a whole. Despite many influencing attempts, we co
that some of these messages have not trickled down to actual resea
classroom levels. In this column we describe how Penn’s Schmo
Group tries to implement the foregoing principles in biology.

“Schmoozing” is not merely a snappy title term; it refers to a scien
activity of a group of Penn faculty members and graduate student
share across varied academic disciplines a common goal of stu
analyzing and understanding some of the most important and challe
foundational and methodological problems facing biological scienc

The Schmoozers Group—so baptized by The Penn Gazette—was born
in the middle of 1980s, when a small circle of biologists, biochemist
philosophers at Penn conceived the idea of meeting for two hours
other week. Initially, the idea was to select readings from biol
physiology, biochemistry and philosophy of science with special reg
to foundational questions prompted by these disciplines, and exami
discuss the reading material from various interdisciplinary points of v
Some of these readings addressed the recurring themes of reduction
autonomy, organisms vs. machines, evolution vs. creationism, ord
chaos, models vs. metaphors, serendipity vs. discovery, brain vs.
hypotheses vs. data, and so on. The thought of multidisciplinary in
tion is not new. College systems at Cambridge and Oxford have pla
central role in the development of British science.

The term “Schmoozers” is really a misnomer; perhaps it woul
better to call our conversazione an Informal Interdisciplinary Rese
Group in the Foundations and Methods of Biological Sciences, exce
the latter is far too much of a mouthful. There is an amusing story rega
Schmoozers, told about Elizabeth Flower’s memorial at the beginn
this year. When the last memorial speaker mentioned that Pro
Flower was an active member of the Schmoozers Group nobody s
to know much about, and when it was explained that this gro
comprised of Penn faculty working in rather disjointed traditional d
plines, sharing a common object of study—scientific method and fou
tions—one guest was heard saying: “Now you will understand just
bad academic interaction has become at Penn. To do interdiscip
research, one must go underground.”

Upon hearing this, some guests had frozen grins on their faces bu
is some truth in this observation. We contend that all disciplines in n
science share a number of common underlying methodologica
foundational patterns. These patterns are more successfully ide
when approached in two complementary ways: by looking at com
systems from inside—using highly specialized means of an autono
discipline, and by looking at systems from the outside in a multidiscipl
manner that transcends the existing research boundaries betwee
demic departments. Cross-fertilization of ideas in the second alterna
easy to document. We are all aware of scientific progress that often 
at the interface of two or more seemingly unrelated disciplines
example, in the traditional domains of physics and chemistry the s
underlying patterns have led to a virtually unparalleled developme
quantum mechanics and thermodynamics.

Our discussion group was a tangential outcome of a graduate c
Biochem/Physiol 560 (Methods of Inquiry in Biological Sciences). T
course is intended for graduate and medical school students with d
backgrounds and it aims at transcending some of the narrowly spec
and compartmentalized contents of traditional graduate curricula
goal is to introduce students to a broader class of foundational, me
ological and also professional ethics problems, encountered in the p
of modern biomedical research. Currently, this is the only graduate c
we are aware of that explicitly and in detail addresses the question o
to do scientific research in biology.

After our first offering of the seminar during the spring of 1979,
20
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quickly noted that the instructors
themselves had a lot to learn. This
embarrassment has led us to organize
the Schmoozers Group. Initially the
Group was quite small but a year or so later,
its membership grew steadily. At present, its most active participants
hail from the Medical School, SAS, Wharton, and the Wistar Institute
However, due to growing academic pressure, many participating facu
members’ attention is now focused on grant proposals, on administrat
responsibilities and on ever growing academic chores, leaving schmooz
more and more to emeritus professors.

What is schmoozing good for and why is our focus on biology? W
briefly touched upon two of the prevailing approaches in the tradition
fields of natural science: autonomy and interdisciplinary paradigm
These methodologies are not inconsistent; rather, they are complem
tary. Complex systems can be viewed from inside—relative to their leve
of organization, and from the outside, enabling to tackle problems promp
by complexity considerations. Schmoozers assume that modern scienc
not an assemblage of isolated bodies of knowledge but a grand system
produce knowledge. Such a system is well served by a recursive inter
tion of research groups in which scientists in one field obtain informatio
from another field and produce something new that counts as informat
for others. This kind of activity—call it sciencing—has a strong cognitiv
feedback component that is ideal in overcoming conservatism of a n
rowly specialized research group, in opening up new landscapes 
scientific problem solving, and in designing alternative paths for futur
research.

Explosive growth of modern biology provides a fertile ground for th
study of extremely complex structures and mechanisms, involving ma
closely linked levels of organization, dynamics and evolution. Unde
standing the structure and functioning of biological systems present
particularly strong challenge both in finding the correct theoretical fram
works that properly emphasize both biological unity and diversity, and 
developing a successful experimental methodology.

Members of the Schmoozers Group feel that the foundational a
methodological aspects of biological sciences require alternative a
proaches. They are confronted with the problem of defining their subje
matter in such a way that it is sufficiently concrete to attract the right kin
of specialists, yet broad enough to meet the requirements and ba
philosophy of interdisciplinary research: it is therefore of interest t
faculty members from traditional disciplines, including those in biochem
istry, biology and physiology on the one hand, and social sciences a
philosophy on the other. In this manner, Schmoozers have emerged 
successful group whose approach is able to encompass theorizing ab
biological structures and methods. The duality between acquiring know
edge from inside—provided by the specialists in biology, and informatio
coming from the outside—from economists, communication theorist
and so on, goes beyond the existing boundaries between traditio
disciplines and offers great opportunities for research to all participan

Are Schmoozers advocating a brand new methodology for the study
biological systems? Not exactly; but their general strategy can be summ
rized as follows: Much of natural science in general, and biological scien
in particular, shares a common foundational and methodological fram
work, including concept and hypothesis formation, experimental desig
and empirical testing. These research activities should be properly id
tified and studied further, and we should know more about the ways 
conveying them to our students and colleagues. We find this of particu
importance in light of a floating perception among many that science is 
longer fun: it is too hard on the one hand and is devoid of mysteries on 
other.

In light of Penn’s quest for research excellence, we believe that it
incumbent on the leaders to encourage further growth of Schmooze
style interdisciplinary discussion groups, both in seminars and academ
research.
ALMANAC September 10, 1996

s Group. Dr. Kleinzeller, Emeritus Professor of Physiology,
motor, Professor of Philosophy, is at Ext. 8-6347.
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To the University Community
The development of the Code of Academic Integrity

and the Charter of the Student Disciplinary System grew out
of a recommendation from the Commission on Strengthening
the Community, which called for a revised student disciplin-
ary system that made greater use of mediation services to
resolve disputes, and a new code of integrity that placed
greater attention on educating students and faculty about
issues of academic integrity.

The two documents that follow are the result.
Based initially on the work of the Student Judicial Reform
Oversight Committee, development of these documents also
included input from such groups as the Undergraduate
Assembly, GAPSA, the Senate Executive Committee,
the Committee on Pluralism, the Women’s Center, the
First Amendment Task Force, and the University Council,
as well as individual students, faculty, and staff.

The new code and disciplinary system have been
adopted by the four undergraduate schools as well as by
several of the graduate and professional schools (see listing
below).  They went into effect on July 1, 1996.  We are now
in the process of developing the mediation program that
is called for under the new charter.

         — Stanley Chodorow, Provost

Applicability of the New Code and System
The Code of Academic Integrity and the Charter of the

Student Disciplinary System will apply to all undergraduates in
the School of Arts and Sciences, including CGS;  the School of
Engineering and Applied Science; the Nursing School; and the
Wharton School, including the Evening School.

They also will apply to all graduate students in the School of
Arts and Sciences and the Nursing School and to Ph.D., MBA
and Executive MBA students in the Wharton School in whatever
instances may arise when their own codes of conduct and
disciplinary procedures do not apply.

The Schools of Law, Medicine, Dental Medicine and the
graduate programs of SEAS have their own codes and disciplin-
ary systems.

The Graduate School of Education has its own Code of
Academic Integrity and applicable procedures but will use the
University’s disciplinary system for conduct infractions.

The remaining schools—Annenberg, Fine Arts, and Veteri-
nary Medicine—have not yet decided whether to accept the new
code and disciplinary system, while the Biomedical Graduate
Studies program has accepted the code and is considering the
adoption of its own disciplinary system.
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Code of Academic Integrity

Since the University is an academic community, its fundamental purpose is the pursuit of knowledge.
Essential to the success of this educational mission is a commitment to the principles of academic integrity.
Every member of the University community is responsible for upholding the highest standards of honesty at
all times.  Students, as members of the community, are also responsible for adhering to the principles and spirit
of the following Code of Academic Integrity.

Academic Dishonesty Definitions
Activities that have the effect or intention of interfering with education, pursuit of knowledge, or fair

evaluation of a student’s performance are prohibited. Examples of such activities include but are not limited
to the following definitions*:

A. Cheating:   using or attempting to use unauthorized assistance, material, or study aids in examinations
or other academic work or preventing, or attempting to prevent, another from using authorized assistance,
material, or study aids.

Example: using a cheat sheet in a quiz or exam, altering a graded exam and resubmitting it for a better
grade, etc.

B. Plagiarism:   using the ideas, data, or language of another without specific or proper acknowledgment.
Example: copying another person’s paper, article, or computer work and submitting it for an assignment,
cloning someone else’s ideas without attribution, failing to use quotation marks where appropriate, etc.

C. Fabrication:  submitting contrived or altered information in any academic exercise.
Example: making up data for an experiment, fudging data, citing nonexistent articles, contriving sources,
etc.

D. Multiple submission:  submitting, without prior permission, any work submitted to fulfill another
academic requirement.

E. Misrepresentation of academic records: misrepresenting or tampering with or attempting to tamper
with any portion of a student’s transcripts or academic record, either before or after coming to the University
of Pennsylvania.

Example: forging a change of grade slip, tampering with computer records, falsifying academic
information on one’s resume, etc.

F. Facilitating academic dishonesty:  knowingly helping or attempting to help another violate any
provision of the Code.

Example: working together on a take-home exam, etc.

G. Unfair advantage: attempting to gain unauthorized advantage over fellow students in an academic
exercise.

Example: gaining or providing unauthorized access to examination materials, obstructing or interfering
with another student’s efforts in an academic exercise, lying about a need for an extension for an exam
or paper, continuing to write even when time is up during an exam, destroying or keeping library
materials for one’s own use, etc.

_________

* If a student is unsure whether his action(s) constitute a violation of the Code of Academic Integrity, then it is that
student’s responsibility to consult with the instructor to clarify any ambiguities.
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Introduction
The Charter of the Student Disciplinary System sets forth the procedures under which alleged violation

University’s Code of Student Conduct, Code of Academic Integrity, and other policies, rules, and regulati
resolved.

The Code of Student Conduct sets forth the responsibility of all students at the University of Pennsylv
exhibit responsible behavior regardless of time or place. This responsibility includes, but is not limited 
obligation to comply with all provisions of the Code of Student Conduct; with all other policies and regulati
the University, its Schools, and its Departments; and with local, state, and federal laws.

The Code of Academic Integrity, and similar codes adopted by some of the University’s Schools, set f
standards of integrity and honesty that should be adhered to in all student academic activities at the Univ
Pennsylvania.

Violations of the Code of Academic Integrity or School regulations are also violations of the University’s
of Student Conduct.  Further, violations of local, state, and federal laws may be violations of the Code of 
Conduct. Therefore, throughout the Charter references to violation(s) or alleged violation(s) of the Code of
Conduct include violations of these other policies and laws.

The University disciplinary process at Penn may involve the following stages:

• Bringing a Complaint to the Office of Student Conduct
• Resolving a Complaint by Mediation
• Investigating a Complaint
• Filing Charges by the University Against a Student
• Resolving Charges by Voluntary Agreement to Sanctions
• Resolving Charges by Disciplinary Hearing
• Appealing the Decision of a Hearing Panel
• Imposing Sanctions on a Student
• Fulfilling Sanctions Imposed by the University

Under the University’s Student Disciplinary System, charges are brought on behalf of the University, 
behalf of the complainant(s) who brought the matter to the Office of Student Conduct (OSC) or the party(ie
may have been directly or indirectly harmed by the alleged violation of University regulations. Ther
complainants who wish to maintain greater control over the investigation and resolution of their complaint
as is sometimes appropriate in cases of sexual offenses or in cases involving serious cultural or comm
differences, or those who wish merely to create a record of their complaint without necessarily beginning a
disciplinary process, may wish to bring their complaint to other University resource offices, particularly the
of the Ombudsman, which are equipped to handle cases in this manner. Such offices may, when approp
helpful in an individual case, consult with relevant campus communities or other resource offices in the pro
investigating and resolving a complaint and are able to work closely with both complainants and respon
resolving such matters. If such efforts fail to arrive at a satisfactory resolution, the complainant still has the
of bringing a complaint to the OSC.

Through the University Conduct Council and the University Honor Council, students play a major role
Student Disciplinary System by advising the Director of the Office of Student Conduct  and the Provost on 
of policy and the operation of the System, and by sitting as members of disciplinary hearing panels. Stude
serve as advisors and mediators within the System.

The System places great emphasis on the mediation of disputes, as is appropriate in a University com

Charter of the

University of Pennsylvania

Student Disciplinary System
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A.Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the Student Disciplinary System is to further

educational mission of the University of Pennsylvania by provid
a fair and effective mechanism for investigating and resolv
disputes involving students and alleged violations by students o
University’s rules, regulations, and policies.

B.Jurisdiction of the
Student Disciplinary System
1. Through the Office of Student Conduct (OSC), the Stud

Disciplinary System handles complaints from members of 
University community—trustees, faculty, staff or registered s
dents—about alleged violations of the Code of Student Cond
the Code of Academic Integrity, or other University policies.

2. Except as provided below, the Student Disciplinary Sys
has jurisdiction in all disciplinary matters arising under the reg
tions of the University against registered students, whether the
undergraduates, graduate or professional students, or other
cluding students who are on unexpired leaves of absence. App
or unapproved absence from the University is not a bar to
conduct or completion of disciplinary proceedings under this C
ter.

3. In general, a student is any individual who has been admi
matriculated, enrolled, or registered in any academic progra
other educational activity provided by the Trustees of the Uni
sity of Pennsylvania.

4. The Student Disciplinary System does not handle compla
against graduate and professional students when such cas
within the jurisdiction of a hearing board or other disciplinary bo
established by the School of the University in which the stude
enrolled. When such a School-based disciplinary procedure e
it should be the recourse of first resort for the resolution of
alleged violation of University or School regulations, unless 
OSC decides, in consultation with the Provost, that it is approp
in light of the circumstances for the Student Disciplinary System
handle the matter. Schools with such procedures are encoura
refer disciplinary matters (excluding academic integrity matters
the University Mediation Program whenever appropriate. Whe
alleged violation of University regulations by a graduate or pro
sional student is not within the jurisdiction of a disciplinary syst
established by the student’s School, the Student Disciplinary 
tem will have jurisdiction over the matter.

5. The Student Disciplinary System does not handle alle
violations  of the University’s parking regulations.

6. Alleged violations of the University’s Residential Livin
policies and contracts are ordinarily handled under the proced
of the Department of Residential Living but, if serious enough
warrant sanctions beyond those which the Department of Res
tial Living is authorized to impose, may be referred by the Dire
of Residential Living to the OSC. The fact that proceedings h
been held and sanctions imposed under Residential Living pol
does not preclude proceedings under this Charter.

7. The Director of the Office of Student Conduct decides
questions of jurisdiction of the Student Disciplinary System aris
under this Charter, consulting with the Provost (or designee)
with the University’s General Counsel when necessary. W
appropriate, the OSC may refer a complaint to another Unive
office or disciplinary process.
MANAC  SUPPLEMENT  September 10, 1996 S
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C.General Principles
of the Disciplinary System
1. The University’s Student Disciplinary System is not a leg

system, and University disciplinary proceedings are not civil 
criminal litigation. Thus, they operate under different rules, sta
dards, and procedures, and seek to achieve ends different f
criminal or civil proceedings.

2. Any member of the University community—trustees, fac
ulty, staff or registered students—may bring a complaint abo
student conduct or academic integrity to the attention of the Off
of Student Conduct. Doing so in no way limits a complainant(s
rights or obligations to bring such matters to the attention of oth
University offices, officers, or resources, including the Office of th
Ombudsman and appropriate Deans, or to seek recourse outsid
University through civil or criminal legal proceedings.

3. In all cases, the University reserves the right to determi
how to process a disciplinary complaint. Once a complaint 
brought to the attention of the Office of Student Conduct, the OS
on behalf of the University, will decide how the complaint will b
handled, including whether disciplinary charges should be brou
against a student.

4. It is expected that most matters brought to the OSC can a
should be resolved through mediation and will not result in charg
or disciplinary hearings. However, because of their seriousn
within an academic community, alleged violations of the Code
Academic Integrity will not be referred for mediation. Thus, except
in academic integrity matters and matters that warrant treatmen
serious violations of the Code of Student Conduct or other Univ
sity policies, the initial response by the OSC may be to refer 
complainant and respondent to the University’s Mediation Pr
gram. Only if mediation fails or is inappropriate will the OSC beg
the more formal disciplinary processes outlined in this Charter

5. All members of the University community—trustees, fac
ulty, staff or registered students— are required to cooperate with
Student Disciplinary System. Those individuals who may be inte
viewed or called as witnesses in a disciplinary matter (includi
respondents and complainants) are obligated to provide honest
complete statements to the OSC and to the Hearing Panel. Whi
some circumstances a respondent may choose not to answer q
tions or provide information because of pending civil claims 
criminal charges arising out of the same or other events, 
respondent’s decision not to answer questions or provide inform
tion will not be a reason to delay or defer an investigation 
proceedings under this Charter. A student who fails, without go
cause, to appear for a hearing after receiving notice, or to coope
with the investigation conducted by the OSC, may be charged w
a violation of the Code of Student Conduct. Repeated disruption
disciplinary hearings or the disciplinary process by a student or 
student’s advisor may result in charges against the student of n
cooperation with the Student Disciplinary System or exclusion
the student or advisor from disciplinary proceedings, includin
disciplinary hearings. Such exclusion is not a bar to the complet
of disciplinary proceedings involving that student.

D.Organization of the Disciplinary System
1. Office of Student Conduct
The  Office of Student Conduct is the central office responsib

for resolving alleged violations of University policies by student
-5
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The duties of the OSC include determining whether compla
warrant action by the OSC, referring complaints for mediation
resolution by other University offices, investigating complain
determining whether to charge a student with violations of Univ
sity policies, resolving complaints by voluntary agreements
sanctions, bringing charges of violations to a disciplinary hear
presenting evidence at hearings, monitoring and enforcing
fulfillment of sanctions imposed pursuant to voluntary agreem
or after disciplinary hearings, maintaining records of all discip
ary matters, providing administrative support for all aspects of
disciplinary process (including hearings), and preparing rep
and compiling statistics.

2. University Mediation Program
The University Mediation Program (UMP) recruits, scree

and trains members of the University community to serve
mediators. The UMP uses the volunteer services of faculty, 
dents, and staff members who have been trained in mediation
dispute resolution and may also use resources available in
University’s Law School, in University resource offices such as
Office of the Ombudsman, or outside the University.

3. University Conduct Council
a. The University Conduct Council (UCC) provides indepe

dent advice to the Provost and the OSC regarding the operati
the Student Disciplinary System in the area of  student conduc
general handling of conduct violations, appropriate sanctions
various types of conduct violations, and the effectiveness 
implementation of the University’s Code of Student Condu
Members of the UCC also sit on Disciplinary Hearing Panel
conduct cases. The UCC meets regularly with the Director of
Office of Student Conduct and may also discuss conduct issues
appropriate administrators and student, faculty, or administra
groups or committees. In addition, the UCC initiates and par
pates in educational programs about student conduct, works to
students understand and respect the behavioral standards 
University community,  and may periodically report to the Univ
sity community on the state of student conduct and the effective
of the Student Disciplinary System in conduct matters.

b. The UCC consists of a minimum of 13 undergraduate 
dents, recommended by the Nominations and Election Comm
(NEC) and appointed by the Provost for renewable terms of
year. The NEC is encouraged to ensure that nominees repre
broad cross-section of the undergraduate student body. The 
selects a chair from among its members by a majority vote o
current members. Faculty members and graduate students d
nated by the Faculty Senate or Graduate and Professional Stu
Assembly (GAPSA) to sit on Disciplinary Hearing Panels m
participate in the work of the UCC  if the UCC so desires.

4. University Honor Council
a. The University Honor Council (UHC) provides independe

advice to the Provost and the OSC regarding the operation o
Student Disciplinary System in the area of academic integrity
general handling of academic integrity violations, appropr
sanctions for various types of academic integrity violations, and
effectiveness and implementation of the University’s Code
Academic Integrity.  Members of the UHC also sit on Disciplina
Hearing Panels in cases of alleged violations of the Cod
Academic Integrity. The UHC meets regularly with the Director
the Office of Student Conduct and may also discuss acad
integrity issues with appropriate administrators, faculty comm
tees, or student groups. In addition, the UHC initiates and pa
pates in educational programs about academic integrity, wor
help students and faculty understand and respect the standa
academic integrity of the University community, and may perio
cally report to the University community on the state of acade
integrity among students and faculty and the effectiveness o
Student Disciplinary System in academic integrity matters.
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b. The UHC consists of a minimum of 13 undergraduate st
dents, recommended by the Nominations and Elections Commit
(NEC) and appointed by the Provost for renewable terms of o
year. The NEC is encouraged to ensure that nominees represe
broad cross-section of the undergraduate student body. The U
selects a chair from among its members by a majority vote of t
current members. Faculty members and graduate students de
nated by the Faculty Senate or GAPSA to sit on Disciplina
Hearing Panels may participate in the work of the UHC if the UH
so desires.

5. Disciplinary Hearing Officer
Every two years, the Provost, after consultation with the UC

the UHC, and the chairs of the Faculty Senate, will appoint a tenu
member of the Standing Faculty of the University of Pennsylvan
as Disciplinary Hearing Officer (DHO), preferably from among
those faculty who have experience with the Student Disciplina
System. The DHO selects members to serve on Disciplinary He
ing Panels; determines the time, location, etc., of  hearings;  a
presides over all disciplinary hearings held under this Charter. T
DHO is responsible for overseeing the procedural integrity 
disciplinary hearings. The DHO will, for example: consider an
resolve pre-hearing challenges to the authority or procedures o
Disciplinary Hearing Panel; rule on all disqualification reques
and objections to individual panel members; assist parties to adh
to the basic principles of fairness prior to, during, and subsequ
to disciplinary proceedings; and may consult at any time wi
students, faculty members, the University’s General Counsel,
others about procedural issues. The DHO also participates in 
training of prospective faculty and student members of Disciplina
Hearing Panels. The DHO serves and may be reappointed at
discretion of the Provost, but his or her removal or reappointme
may not occur without prior consultation with  UCC, the UHC, an
the chairs of the Faculty Senate.

6. Disciplinary Appellate Officer
Every two years, the Provost, after consultation with the UC

the UHC, and the chairs of the Faculty Senate, will appoint a tenu
member of the Standing Faculty of the University of Pennsylvan
as a Disciplinary Appellate Officer (DAO), preferably from amon
those faculty who have experience with the Student Disciplina
System. The DAO decides appeals of findings and recommend
sanctions made by Disciplinary Hearing Panels based on the reco
such proceedings and written submissions from the relevant par
The DAO serves and may be reappointed at the discretion of 
Provost, but his or her removal or reappointment may not occur with
prior consultation with the UCC, the UHC, and the chairs of the Facu
Senate.

7. Disciplinary Hearing Panels
a. Disciplinary matters are heard by Disciplinary Hearing Pan

els of five members each. The Disciplinary Hearing Officer ra
domly selects the undergraduate members of Disciplinary Hear
Panels from the membership of the University Conduct Council f
conduct violations and from the University Honor Council fo
academic integrity violations. The Disciplinary Hearing Office
randomly selects the graduate and professional student membe
Hearing Panels from lists of 13 or more graduate and professio
students provided annually to the DHO by GAPSA. The Disciplin
ary Hearing Officer randomly selects the faculty members 
Hearing Panels from lists of 13 or more faculty provided annua
to the DHO by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee. GAPS
and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee are encourage
ensure that nominees represent a broad cross-section of grad
and professional students and faculty, respectively.

b. In all disciplinary matters, except those involving allege
violations of the Code of Academic Integrity, the Disciplinary
Hearing Panel is composed of two faculty members and thr
ALMANAC  SUPPLEMENT September 10, 1996
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students of the same category (undergraduate or graduate) a
respondent.  If a disciplinary matter involves both undergradu
and graduate respondents, the panel will include at least 
undergraduate and at least one graduate student and two fa
members; the fifth panel member will be an undergraduate
graduate student selected by the DHO.

c. In disciplinary matters involving alleged violations of th
Code of Academic Integrity, the Disciplinary Hearing Panel 
composed of three faculty members and two students of the s
category (undergraduate or graduate) as the respondent. If a d
plinary matter involves both undergraduate and graduate resp
dents, the panel will consist of one undergraduate student, 
graduate student, and three faculty members.

d. Except for participation on the University Conduct Counc
or the University Honor Council, no one designated to serve
Disciplinary Hearing Panels may serve simultaneously in any ot
capacity within the Student Disciplinary System.

e. If any nominating body chooses fewer than 13 members
serve on Disciplinary Hearing Panels or cannot make additio
members available when needed, the Provost will make the ne
sary appointments to fill the complement of the appropriate gro
If any member is unable to serve for any reason, a replaceme
selected in the same manner that the original member was cho

f. Student members of Disciplinary Hearing Panels must be
good academic and disciplinary standing, as defined by th
Schools. The UCC or UHC, as appropriate, by a vote of two-thi
of its members, may remove a member who fails to perform hi
her duties. When a member ceases to be in good standing 
removed by the UHC or UCC, a replacement from the sa
category will be chosen in the same manner that the orig
member was chosen.

8. Advisors
a. Advisors help students involved in disciplinary proceedin

to understand the disciplinary process, respect and comply with
provisions of this Charter, and deal with all aspects of the proc
Any University faculty member, staff member, or student in go
academic and disciplinary standing may serve as an advisor.
OSC maintains lists of individuals who are willing to serve 
MANAC  SUPPLEMENT  September 10, 1996 S-
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advisors and who have received training in the operation of th
Student Disciplinary System.

b. Upon receiving notice of a complaint and the accompanyin
list of trained advisors, a respondent may select an advisor from t
list or choose any other University faculty member, staff membe
or student in good academic and disciplinary standing to advise t
respondent during the disciplinary process. If criminal charges a
pending against a respondent or, in the judgment of the Office of t
University’s General Counsel, are reasonably in prospect, th
respondent’s advisor may be an attorney who is not a member of 
University community. In such instances, the attorney will be
expected to observe the procedures of this Charter and comply fu
and promptly with decisions of the DHO or other University
officials or bodies charged with the administration of this Charte
in the same manner expected of members of the University comm
nity.

c. An advisor may accompany any complainant, witness, o
respondent to, and may participate in, any meeting regarding
disciplinary complaint. Advisors also may accompany complain
ants, respondents, and witnesses to hearings, but generally may
participate directly in such hearings (except as provided in secti
II.F.4.f below). Advisors to respondents may, however, quietl
advise the respondent(s) during the hearing and may also mak
brief statement at the conclusion of the hearing, before the pan
begins its deliberations.

d. Any advisor who fails to observe the procedures of thi
Charter or comply fully and promptly with decisions of the DHO
may, after appropriate warning, be disqualified by the DHO from
continuing to serve. In the event of such disqualification, th
hearing may proceed whether or not a replacement advisor
available or it may be rescheduled, at the sole discretion of t
DHO. Any person disqualified from serving as an advisor will be
ineligible to serve as an advisor for a period of two years. Repeat
disruption of disciplinary hearings or the disciplinary process by a
advisor may result in charges against the advisee of non-coope
tion with the Student Disciplinary System. If the advisor is a
member of the student body, faculty, or staff or the University
disciplinary charges may be brought against the advisor in th
appropriate forum.
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A.Bringing a Complaint to the
Office of Student Conduct
1. Any student, faculty or staff member who believes th

student has violated University rules, regulations or policies
file a complaint, which must be in writing, with the OSC.
complaint asks the OSC to consider the matter for possible re
or investigation. Students, faculty, or staff members also 
consult informally with the OSC staff to determine whether t
wish to file a complaint. Complaints made to other Univer
offices or personnel also may be referred to the OSC.

2. The OSC promptly evaluates each complaint it receive
determine whether the University’s Code of Student Conduct, 
of Academic Integrity, or other applicable rules, regulations
policies may have been violated. When the OSC determines t
such violation may have occurred, it may dismiss the matter wi
further investigation, or it may refer the parties to the Unive
Mediation Program or elsewhere to resolve their dispute. Whe
OSC determines that a violation may have occurred, it may ref
matter for mediation or undertake an investigation that may le
the filing of formal charges against a student or students.

3. A complaint is not a charge that a student has viola
y

al
y

o
e

r
no
t

e
e

to

University regulations. Charges against a student are only mad
by the University (not by complainants) following an investiga
tion. Until there is a determination to the contrary by voluntary
agreement to sanctions or by a Disciplinary Hearing Panel, ther
is a presumption that an accused student has not violated Unive
sity rules, regulations, or policies.

4. When a complaint is filed, the OSC promptly gives writte
notice of the complaint and its allegations to the student(s) alle
to have violated University rules. A copy of the Charter will b
included with the notice, as well as a list of potential advisors w
have received training from the OSC.

B. Resolving a Complaint by Mediation
1. The University encourages informal mediation whenev

practical and appropriate. If the parties agree, at any time the O
may refer any disciplinary matter other than an alleged violation
the Code of Academic Integrity to the University Mediation Pr
gram (UMP) or other resources for mediation. Members of the
University community —trustees, faculty, staff or registered stu
dents—may also contact the University Mediation Program d
rectly.

2. It is within the sole discretion of the OSC to determin
7
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whether a disciplinary complaint is suitable for mediation
mediation fails or new information comes to light about an u
solved matter then in mediation, the OSC may proceed w
investigation and the filing of disciplinary charges. The OSC
also set a date after which it will begin to investigate the ori
complaint or file charges if a matter has not been succes
mediated.

3. If the OSC refers a complaint for mediation and both pa
to the dispute agree to participate, the UMP will assign a tr
mediator and advise the complainant(s) and respondent(s)
vance of the date, time and place set for mediation. In or
resolve a disciplinary matter by mediation, both the compla
and the respondent must agree, first, to participate in the me
and, second, to the proposed resolution.

4. If a student fails to comply with the terms of a media
agreement, the OSC may take steps to enforce the agre
(including use of a Disciplinary Hold or the filing of new cha
under the Code of Student Conduct) or may investigate the o
complaint and bring disciplinary charges under this Charter.

C. Investigating a Complaint
1. If, after a preliminary evaluation of a complaint, the O

determines that a violation of the Code of Student Conduc
have occurred and if the complaint is inappropriate for mediat
mediation fails, the OSC then will investigate the complain
determine whether to bring charges of a violation.

2. In the course of its investigation, the OSC may interview
witnesses, including the respondent(s) or potential respond
The OSC will inform each witness that anything they say in
interviews may be introduced as evidence at a hearing.

D.Filing Charges by the University
Against a Student
 In light of its investigation of a complaint, the OSC may

charges against a student(s) of a violation(s) of the Univer
Code of Student Conduct, Code of Academic Integrity, or 
University rules, regulations, or policies. The OSC also ma
charges beyond the scope of the original complaint, ma
additional students as respondents, or may dismiss the o
complaint as unfounded. If the OSC decides to charge a stude
a violation of University regulations, the OSC must inform
respondent(s) of the charges in writing, identifying the Unive
rules, regulations, or policies alleged to have been violated
OSC will inform both respondent(s) and complainant(s) wh
charges have been filed.

E. Resolving Charges by
Voluntary Agreement to Sanctions
1. Following the notice that charges have been filed aga

student, the OSC may discuss with the respondent an
respondent’s advisor what disciplinary sanction(s) would be a
priate to resolve the matter by voluntary agreement to sanc
The respondent may accept, reject, or propose an alternativ
proposed sanction(s), and may be accompanied and assiste
advisor, who may participate in these discussions. Statement
during discussions about whether a respondent will enter 
voluntary agreement to sanctions may not be introduced a
dence at any subsequent hearing, but may provide a basis for
investigation by the OSC.

2. A resolution by voluntary agreement  to sanctions ma
entered into by written agreement at any time after a compla
been filed and prior to a disciplinary hearing. All sanctions allo
under this Charter are available to the OSC as part of a res
by voluntary agreement to sanctions. By agreeing to such a r
tion, a respondent waives further proceedings under this Ch

3. Complainants and complainants’advisors are not part
voluntary agreements to sanctions.
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4. If, in the judgment of the OSC, a voluntary agreement t
sanctions is not reasonably in prospect, or if the respondent(s) re
a proposed sanction, the OSC may bring the disciplinary matter
a hearing.

F. Resolving Charges by Disciplinary Hearing
1. Scheduling Disciplinary Hearings
a. If disciplinary charges are not resolved by a voluntar

agreement to sanctions, the Disciplinary Hearing Officer prompt
begins the process of scheduling the Disciplinary Hearing, with d
regard for the time required for all parties to prepare for the hearin
The DHO will provide reasonable advance notice in writing to th
complainant(s), respondent(s), and witnesses of the date, time, 
place of the hearing and of the names of the panel members assig
to hear the disciplinary matter.

b. Hearings normally take place as soon as possible after 
filing of charges. Upon a showing of good cause by the OSC or t
re-spondent(s), the DHO may grant a reasonable extension of 
time limit set forth in the Charter.

c. The DHO may expedite a Disciplinary Hearing in appropri
ate circumstances, including disciplinary matters involving stu
dents who have been placed on mandatory temporary leave
absence or conditional attendance, graduating students, or stud
who are about to take a leave of absence or to leave campus to s
elsewhere.

2. Disqualification of Hearing Panel Members
a. Members of the Hearing Panel selected by the DHO shou

disqualify themselves from hearing a disciplinary matter if the
believe in good faith that their capacity for making an objectiv
judgment in the disciplinary matter is, or may reasonably appear
be, impaired. Members should not disqualify themselves for a
other reason.

b. The respondent(s) or the OSC may object for specific cau
to any panel member selected by the DHO. The objection must
in writing and must be received by the DHO at least 48 hours 
advance of the date and time set for the hearing.

c. The DHO will rule upon all disqualification requests and
objections to panel members. If the DHO decides that a challen
is valid, or if there is a voluntary disqualification, the DHO, afte
notifying the respondent(s) and the OSC, will replace the disqua
fied member with another panel member randomly selected fro
the same category.

3. Pre-Hearing Exchanges and Testimony
a. Before the hearing, the OSC and the respondent(s) w

exchange among themselves and with the DHO copies of 
exhibits to be presented, the names of witnesses to be called, a
brief summary of the substance of testimony expected to be p
sented to the Hearing Panel.

b. When the DHO believes that it will contribute to the exped
tion and fairness of a Disciplinary Hearing, he or she may (but ne
not) ask the OSC to prepare a written statement of its case aga
the re-spondent(s) and give the respondent(s) a reasonable op
tunity to pre-pare a written response. The OSC and responden
also may submit statements at their own initiative. The stateme
and any accompanying exhibits  may be considered by the Hear
Panel, in addition to testimony, arguments, or evidence presente
the actual hearing.

c. In exceptional circumstances, when a witness or exhibit do
not become known or available until immediately before the hea
ing, the DHO may, at her or his discretion, permit the evidence
be presented or may reschedule the hearing to a later time.

d. If a respondent or the OSC anticipates that a key witness w
be unavailable for a hearing, they may ask the DHO to preserve
testimony of the witness on tape and present it as evidence at
hearing. The OSC and the respondent(s) must be notified in 
ALMANAC  SUPPLEMENT September 10, 1996
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vance of the date, time and place of the taping. All parties w
would be permitted to question such a witness at a hearing 
question the witness at the taping.

4. Conduct of Hearings
a. Disciplinary hearings are not trials, and they are not c

strained by technical rules of procedure, evidence, or judi
formality. They are designed to encourage open discussion am
the participants that promotes the hearing panel’s understandin
the facts, the individuals involved, the circumstances under wh
the incident occurred, the nature of the conduct, and the attitu
and experience of those involved. The rules of evidence applic
to legal proceedings do not apply to disciplinary hearings. Inform
tion, including hearsay evidence, may be considered if it is relev
not unduly repetitious, and the sort of information on which resp
sible persons are accustomed to rely in the conduct of ser
affairs.

b. The DHO presides over all hearings and decides all quest
about the admissibility of evidence and the conduct of hearin
While the DHO may be present for the Hearing Panel’s discuss
to answer procedural questions, the DHO does not deliberat
vote with the Panel regarding its findings or its recommendatio
sanctions.

c. Disciplinary hearings are held in private unless t
respondent(s) and the complainant(s) agree in writing to an o
hearing. The DHO may limit attendance at a hearing to ensure
and orderly proceedings. If a hearing is opened in accord with
procedure, the DHO may, when necessary to maintain order o
protect the rights of participants, declare the hearing closed to
public. In a case involving important privacy interests, the DH
may close a hearing or part of a hearing that has been opened
determining that the privacy rights of a participant may be jeop
dized.

d. Upon a showing that the required notice was provided, 
hearing against a respondent(s) may proceed in her or his abs

e. At the hearing, the OSC presents the results of the OS
investigation of the complaint, calls witnesses to testify and p
sents the University’s evidence against the student(s). Membe
the Hearing Panel may also call witnesses to testify and m
question any witness appearing before it. Respondents may
call witnesses to testify and ask questions of all witnesses.

f. A respondent is responsible for presenting his or her o
case before the Hearing Panel. However, at the discretion o
DHO,  the respondent’s advisor may be permitted to ques
witnesses on behalf of a respondent or to address the Hearing P
The DHO’s exercise of discretion in this matter will be guided 
the principles that govern disciplinary hearings, specifically, fa
ness, the need for orderly procedures, and the Hearing Panel’s
to  understand the facts and parties in the disciplinary matter.

g. Complainants may attend the hearing, testify if they wish
do so, and may be accompanied by an advisor. Neither comp
ants nor their advisors may call witnesses or present evidenc
arguments.

h. At the conclusion of the hearing the OSC and the responde
or their advisor(s) may make brief statements. At the discretio
the Disciplinary Hearing Officer, the complainant(s) or the
advisor(s) may be permitted to make a brief statement. The 
allowed for such statements will be set by the DHO.

i. The OSC will arrange for a verbatim transcript or recordi
to be made of all disciplinary hearings. The transcript or record
is the property of the University of Pennsylvania and becomes 
of the record of the disciplinary proceedings.

5. Findings and Recommendations
of the Hearing Panel

a. Only evidence presented at the hearing will be considere
the Hearing Panel. The Hearing Panel will presume a respon
innocent unless proven responsible for a violation by clear 
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convincing evidence. All decisions of the Hearing Panel requi
majority vote.

b. Following the hearing, the members of the Hearing Pa
meet to discuss in private their findings, which consist of two pa
1) a determination of whether the respondent is responsible fo
violation; and 2) if so, a recommendation of sanction(s).

c. The OSC may recommend to the Hearing Panel a sancti
be imposed if the Hearing Panel finds the respondent(s) respon
for a violation. The respondent(s) may respond to the OS
proposed sanction(s). Before the Panel makes its recommend
on sanctions, it will review any previous disciplinary offenses
and sanctions against the respondent(s).

d. If the Hearing Panel determines that the respondent(s) i
responsible for a violation, no sanction may be recommen
against the respondent(s) and the respondent may not be sub
further proceedings under this Charter on the same charge(s

e. If the Hearing Panel finds that a student is responsible f
violation of University rules or regulations, it will recommend 
the Provost appropriate sanctions. Only the Provost (or desig
acting on behalf of the University, may actually impose a sanc
on a student. The Provost (or designee) will not impose a san
until after any appeal of the Hearing Panel’s decision has b
decided by the DAO.

6. Notice of Hearing Panel Decision
The Hearing Panel will promptly transmit its decision, includi

its findings and recommendation regarding sanctions, in writin
the DHO, the OSC, the respondent(s) and the Provost as so
possible after the end of the hearing.

G.Appealing a Hearing Panel’s Decision
1. The Disciplinary Appellate Officer (DAO) has exclusiv

jurisdiction to decide appeals. Appeals are based solely on
record of the disciplinary hearing and the written submissions
responses of the respondent(s) and the OSC.

2. Only respondent(s) may appeal the Hearing Panel’s find
of responsibility except where applicable laws or regulations m
extend this right to complainants. Both the respondent(s) and
OSC may appeal the Hearing Panel’s recommendation of sancti
An appellant must submit any appeal to the DAO in writing wit
10 days after the Hearing Panel has rendered its opinion. The a
must state in detail the specific grounds upon which it is based
must be sent to the OSC or respondent(s), as appropriate.

3. When the appeal is received, the OSC provides the Disci
ary Appellate Officer with a copy of the respondent’s charge le
a copy of the Hearing Panel’s findings, a verbatim transcript or 
recording of the Disciplinary Hearing, and any exhibits conside
by the panel in reaching its recommendations. The responden
the OSC have 10 days from the date of the appeal to submit t
DAO a written response to the appeal.

4. Appellate review is limited to allegations of material a
prejudicial procedural error in the conduct of hearings, error in
interpretation or application of relevant University regulatio
consideration of new evidence sufficient to alter the Hea
Panel’s findings or severity of the recommended sanctions. I
DAO finds sufficient basis, he or she may reverse or modify
Hearing Panel’s findings or proposed sanctions, or may reman
disciplinary matter for further investigation by the OSC or a n
hearing before a new Hearing Panel. However, the DAO may
recommend a more severe sanction(s) unless the OSC has ap
the sanction(s) recommended by the Hearing Panel.

5. After considering an appeal, the Disciplinary Appella
Officer will promptly issue his or her decision in writing and w
provide copies to the OSC, the DHO, the Provost, and 
respondent(s).

H. Imposing Sanctions on a Student
 1. Sanctions recommended against a respondent by a He
-9
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Panel or the DAO are imposed by the Provost, or his designee, a
include any reasonable sanction, including, but not limited to
following:

• Warning
A Warning is a written admonition given by the OSC on be

of the University in instances of minor misconduct.
• Reprimand
A Reprimand is written censure for violation of the Universi

rules, regulations, or policies, given by the OSC on behalf o
University, which includes notice to the student that continue
repeated conduct violations will result in the imposition of m
serious sanctions.

• Fine
A monetary Fine may be levied as a disciplinary sanction a

payable to the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania. 
appropriate in cases of academic integrity violations).

• Restitution
Restitution is reimbursement for the damage, loss, or misa

priation of University, private, or public property or compensa
for injury to individuals. Restitution may take the form of mone
payment, property, or appropriate service. (Not appropriate in 
of academic integrity violations).

• Disciplinary   Probation
Disciplinary Probation may be imposed for a specified perio

in-definitely (i.e., for as long as and whenever a student is a fu
part-time student at the University of Pennsylvania). Probation
be imposed for a single instance of misconduct or for repeated 
misconduct. Any future conduct or academic integrity violation
a student on Disciplinary Probation, found to have occurred d
the probationary period, may be grounds for suspension o
especially serious instances, expulsion from the University.

• Withdrawal of Privileges
Withdrawal of Privileges is the denial of specified privilege

the ability to participate in specified activities for a designa
period of time.

• Suspension
Suspension is the termination of student status and sepa

from the University until a specified date. Suspension mean
loss of all rights and privileges normally accompanying stu
status. While on disciplinary suspension, students may not o
academic credit at Penn or elsewhere toward completion
University of Pennsylvania degree. Students are eligible to retu
the University after the specified suspension term has ela
Suspension is imposed in instances of serious misconduct
generally the minimum sanction imposed for a violation of the C
of Academic Integrity.

• Indefinite Suspension
An Indefinite Suspension is termination of student status

separation from the University for an unspecified period, withou
automatic right of return to the University as a student (tho
S-10

III.   Addition
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specific conditions for return as a student may be specified). Wh
the conditions of an Indefinite Suspension have been fulfilled, 
student must make a formal request, as specified in the conditi
to return to student status. Indefinite suspension is imposed
instances of extremely serious misconduct or in instances of con
ued serious misconduct following the imposition of probation 
suspension for a specified period.

• Expulsion
Expulsion is a permanent termination of student status a

permanent separation from the University of Pennsylvania. Exp
sion is imposed in instances of the most serious misconduct o
instances of continued serious misconduct following the impositi
of probation or suspension.

2. In addition to the sanctions defined above, students may
required to perform a designated number of hours of University
other community service or to utilize University or other educ
tional or counseling services related to the nature of the miscond

3. Sanctions may be imposed alone or in combination w
other sanctions. The Disciplinary Hearing Panel or the DAO m
recommend whether the sanctions should appear on the trans
of a respondent, and, if so, for how long.

4.  After the imposition of sanctions, a faculty member in-
volved in an academic integrity matter will be informed of the
outcome of the disciplinary proceedings. If the student has bee
found not to be responsible for an academic integrity violation
the instructor should assign a grade (which may differ from the
grade originally assigned) based on the student’s academic pe
formance in the course. If the student has been found responsib
for an academic integrity violation, the instructor may assign an
grade the instructor deems appropriate. In the event that th
student believes the final grade is unfair or fails to take accoun
of the outcome of the disciplinary proceeding, the student ma
appeal the grade through the existing academic grievance proc
dure for the evaluation of academic work established by eac
School and  academic department.

I. Fulfilling Sanctions Imposed by the
University

1. Under the Code of Student Conduct, students are require
comply with all disciplinary sanctions. Failure to do so constitut
a violation of the Code and is itself subject to disciplinary procee
ings by the OSC.

2. The OSC monitors the implementation and fulfillment o
sanctions. In performing this duty, the OSC will have the coope
tion of the Division of University Life, the respondent(s)’s Dea
and other appropriate University offices. No sanction will b
enforced while an appeal is pending.
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A.Administration of the Disciplinary System
1. The Provost is responsible for implementation of this Ch

ter, administrative oversight of the Student Disciplinary Syst
including the OSC, and ensuring that the Student Disciplin
System functions fairly and in furtherance of the educatio
mission of the University. The Provost may instruct the O
regarding the handling of specific cases, but he or she may n
instruct the DHO, the DAO, or the members of Disciplina
Hearing Panels.

2. When circumstances warrant, the OSC may take such
ministrative steps as may be necessary and feasible to effe
prompt resolution of a disciplinary matter, including, but n
be
l

o

-
he

unavailable at the time of hearing; making special arrangeme
ensure the attendance of complainants, respondents, witnes
other participants at a hearing; and scheduling hearings outs
the normal academic year.

3. In any disciplinary matter in which a member of the Stud
Disciplinary System cannot perform her or his duties under
Charter, an alternate may be designated by the Provost usi
procedures appropriate to that individual’s position in the sys
In addition, when the Provost determines that circumstances
rant, such as (but not limited to) when a conflict of interest 
particularly complex or controversial disciplinary matter arises
Provost may appoint a special OSC staff member, a special 
plinary Hearing Officer, or a special Disciplinary Appellate Offi
using the procedures appropriate to the position.
ALMANAC  SUPPLEMENT September 10, 1996
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B. Reports to the University Community
1. Subject to the limitations imposed by law and the Univers

policies on the confidentiality of student records and informa
the OSC, in consultation with the Provost, the University Con
Council, and the University Honor Council, will make perio
reports to inform the University community about the characte
extent of the work of the Disciplinary System, including the na
of violations of University rules and regulations and the sanc
imposed. The reports of the OSC will deal both with disciplin
matters that go to hearing and with disciplinary matters tha
resolved before hearing, and will include such information a
total number of disciplinary matters handled during the prece
year broken down by type of resolution (e.g., mediation, volunta
agreement to sanctions, hearing, etc.), by type of violation, by t
sanction(s) imposed, by whether or not the respondent(s) were
responsible for a violation, and so forth.

2. With the approval of the Provost, the OSC may also m
extraordinary reports to the University community concerning
outcome of certain exceptional disciplinary matters, subject t
limitations imposed by law and the University’s policies on
confidentiality of student records and information.

C. Disciplinary Holds
At any time after the filing of a complaint, the OSC, a

consulting with the student’s academic dean, may place a “D
plinary Hold” on the academic and/or financial records of 
student for the purpose of preserving the status quo pendin
outcome of proceedings, enforcing a disciplinary sanction
ensuring cooperation with the Student Disciplinary System
Disciplinary Hold may prevent, among other things, registra
the release of transcripts, and the awarding of a degree.

D.Mandatory Leave of Absence  and
Conditional Attendance
In extraordinary circumstances, when a student’s presen

campus is deemed by the University to be a threat to order, h
safety, or the conduct of the University’s educational mission
Provost (or designee), in consultation with the student’s De
Associate Dean, may place the student on a mandatory tem
leave of absence or impose conditions upon the student’s con
attendance, pending a hearing of disciplinary charges. Whe
sonably possible, the student will be provided with an opport
to be heard before a decision is made by the Provost (or des
to impose a mandatory temporary leave of absence or conditio
the student’s attendance. At the respondent’s request, and 
feasible, the OSC may expedite the investigation of a complain
the disciplinary hearing against a student placed on a mand
temporary leave of absence or conditional attendance.

E. Civil or Criminal Proceedings
The University may proceed with disciplinary proceedi

against a student under this Charter regardless of possi
pending civil claims or criminal charges arising out of the sam
other events. The OSC, with the concurrence of the Provos
after consultation with the University’s General Counsel, 
determine whether to proceed with charges against a studen
also faces related charges in a civil or criminal tribunal. If
University defers proceeding with disciplinary charges agai
student in light of related charges in a civil or criminal tribunal
University may at any subsequent time proceed with discipl
proceedings against that student under this Charter irrespec
the time provisions set forth in this Charter.

F. Disciplinary Records
1. Maintenance of Records
Except as may be otherwise provided by applicable law, re
ANAC  SUPPLEMENT  September 10, 1996 S-
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of all complaints, disciplinary proceedings, mediations, and vol
tary agreements to sanctions are maintained by the OSC in a
dance with the University’s Protocols for the University Archiv
and Records Center and University policies on the confidentia
and maintenance of student records.

2. Confidentiality
Except as may be otherwise provided by applicable law,

disciplinary proceedings, the identity of individuals involved 
particular disciplinary matters, and all disciplinary files, testimon
and findings are confidential, in accordance with University po
cies and federal law concerning the confidentiality of stud
records. However, no provision of this Charter or the Universit
on confidentiality shall be interpreted as preventing a student f
seeking legal advice.

3. Violation of Confidentiality
Failure to observe the requirement of confidentiality of a dis

plinary hearing by any member of the University community, oth
than the respondent, constitutes a violation of University rules 
may subject the individual to the appropriate procedures for dea
with such violations. The respondent may disclose confiden
information pertaining to him- or herself but may not violate t
confidentiality of others. If the respondent discloses, causes t
disclosed, or participates in the disclosure of information tha
confidential, any person whose character or integrity might reas
ably be questioned as a result of such disclosure shall have the
to respond in an appropriate forum, limited to the subject matte
the initial disclosure.

G.Release of Information on
Disciplinary Proceedings
1. To provide students involved in disciplinary matters wi

appropriate liaison with their School offices in regard to th
academic work, the Dean or appropriate Associate Dean of
School(s) of the respondent(s) will be confidentially inform
when a complaint is filed, when a sanction is imposed, or whe
disciplinary complaint is otherwise resolved by the Student Dis
plinary System. When a sanction is imposed, the Director of Ca
Planning and Placement may be informed by the OSC if 
sanction(s) is reportable outside the University. When a transc
notation is required as part of a sanction, the University Registr
also informed and required to implement the sanction as directe
the OSC on behalf of the Provost. 2.
As required by law, in disciplinary matters involving allegations
sexual offenses, the complainant(s) will be informed of the outcom
disciplinary proceedings, including voluntary agreements to sanct

H. Reportability of Sanctions
1. Subject to applicable law and the University’s policies on t

confidentiality of student records and information, any disciplina
sanction may be reportable outside the University of Pennsylva
subject to specific policies governing the reporting of sanctions ado
by the Council of Undergraduate Deans for undergraduate studen
the Council of Graduate Deans for graduate and professional stud

2. Resolution of disciplinary charges by voluntary agreemen
sanctions is treated like a finding of responsibility and is reportab
the same manner as sanctions imposed following a Disciplin
Hearing.

I.  Amendment of the Charter
Amendments to this Charter may be recommended by the U

UHC, OSC, University Council, Faculty Senate Executive Co
mittee, or other appropriate members of the University commu
and proposed by the Provost. Amendments take effect upon
approval of the Council of Deans, except that the Council of De
may at its discretion refer proposed amendments to the Deans
faculties of the individual Schools for approval.
11
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FROM THE PROVOST

On Faculty Authority in Grading and Academic Integrity
The Student Disciplinary Charter is based on the assumption that it is the obligation and right

of faculty members to assign grades for academic work submitted to them by students under their
supervision and that faculty members should grade student work, using their best judgment about
the quality and propriety of that work, independently of disciplinary procedures. The present
statement is presented to clarify the relationship between grading and disciplinary action in cases in
which a faculty member believes that a student did not fulfill an assignment in accord with the Code
of Academic Integrity

The Disciplinary Charter rests on the principle that faculty members have wide authority to
judge the academic work of students and have a general responsibility for the academic progress of
students, so much as lies within the power of faculty.  Furthermore, the charter assumes that
violations of the norms of academic integrity fall along a continuum from minor to major and that
not all violations need to be treated as disciplinary cases.  The authority and responsibility of faculty
members require them to judge the relative severity of a violation.  Good individual judgment and
institutional practice will help faculty members make the judgment about when to treat a case as
requiring disciplinary action.

The distinction between academic evaluation and disciplinary action is also important.  Faculty
members have the authority to make academic judgments in relation to their students and to make
decisions in the interests of furthering their students’ education.  Only the institution, acting through
its formal processes, may discipline a student.  Grades are not sanctions, even if they arise from a
judgment that a student has violated a norm of academic integrity.  In such cases, the grade may
reflect the faculty member’s view that a piece of work was done inappropriately, but it represents
a judgment of the quality of the work, not a record of discipline for the behavior.  There are many
ways to do work inappropriately or badly, resulting in low or failing grades.  The policy of the charter
is to preserve the faculty member’s right to grade work on the basis of all of its qualities and to make
the decision to pursue disciplinary action a separate matter.

Students who believe that they have been graded unfairly have recourse of appeal through the
grade appeal procedures established by each school.  The charter explicitly recognizes the right of
students to appeal grades.  The appeal of a grade given because a faculty member believed that the
student violated the norms of academic integrity is, for the purposes of the charter, no different from
other grade appeals.

— Stanley Chodorow, Provost
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